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ABOUT THE PHOTDGRAPHER
Nancie Martin of Salem, New Hampshire
Nancie has lived in Salem her entire life. She loves the change of the seasons in New Eng-
land and feels there is nothing better than capturing the memories with photographs.
2006 marks the Town of Salem, New Hampshire's 2nd annual photography contest. This
program includes monthly contests, the winners of which are selected by the employees of
the Town. The monthly winners are featured on the Town's website and at the end of the






IN MEMORY OF ROBERT L MOSCILLO AND NICHOLAS A. ARVANITIS
1 he year's Town Report is dedicated to Lance Corporal Robert Moscillo and Corporal Nicholas Arvanitis both of
whom died in 2006 while fighting the war in Iraq. Both Nicholas and Robert were Salem residents and graduated
from Salem High School in 2003.
- '^ -
Lance Corporal Moscillo was a member of the B
Company l^t Combat Engineers Battalion. He lost his
life while conducting combat operations in Al Anbar
Province, Iraq on May 1, 2006. Robert would have
turned 22 on November 24, 2006.
1984 - 2006
Corporal Arvanitis was a squadron leader for the 3"^ Brigade,
82"'' Airborne Division based in Fort Bragg, NC. He was on
his second tour of duty when lost his life in Northern Iraq on
October 6, 2006, one day after his 22nd birthday.
1984 - 2006
When the Salem community learned that Lance Corporal Moscillo and Corporal Arvanitis had lost their lives in
Iraq, there was an outpouring of support from residents, visitors, businesses and even strangers, all of whom par-
ticipated in memorial services. The citizens of Salem are obviously extremely proud of these young men who un-
selfishly volunteered to serve their country knowing they were in harms way. We salute Lance Corporal Moscillo
and Corporal Arvanitis for their supreme sacrifice and extend our sincerest sympathy to the families for their loss.
We would also like to thank the many men and women from Salem currently serving overseas and here in the
United States for their continued dedication and sacrifice to preserving our democratic way of life.
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TOWN OFFICIALS
Board of Selectmen 3-year elected terms
Terms expire in Inarch
Michael Lyons, Chairman 2008
Everett McBride, Vice-Chairman 2008
Elizabeth Roth, Secretary 2009
Ronald Belanger 2007
Arthur Barnes, 111 2009
Budget Committee 3-year elected terms
Terms expire in Marct]
Peter Rayno, Chairman 2007
Patrick Hargreaves, Vice-Chairman 2007
Michael Carney, Jr., Secretary 2008
Kathleen Cote 2008
Susan Covey 2009
Ann Marie David 2009
Roland Theberge 2009
Bernard Campbell, School Board Representative
Michael Lyons, Selectmen Representative
Conservation Commission 3-year appointed terms
Terms expire in April
George Jones, 111, Chairman 2007
Linda Hai'vey, Vice-chairman 2008




William White, Alternate 2009
Vacancy, Alternate 2008
Arthur Barnes, 111, Selectmen Representative
William (Wally) Schultz, Member Emeritis
Council on Aging 3-year appointed terms
Terms expire in April
Ben Holmes, Chairman 2009
Elizabeth Beshara, Vice-Chalrman 2007
Ann St. Hilaire, Secretary 2008




Robert Castricone (resigned November 2006)
Ronald Belanger, Selectmen Representative
Historic District Commission 3-year appointed terms
Terms expire in April
Beverly Glynn, Chairman 2008




Elizabeth Roth, Selectmen Representative
Housing Authority 3-year appointed terms
Terms expire in April
George Maihos, Chairman 2008
Georgette Smith, Vice-Chairman 2007
Virginia Consoli 2011
Irene Marquis 2008
Mary Frances Renner 2009
Ronald Belanger, Selectmen Representative
Kelley Library Trustees 3-year appointed terms
Terms expire in March
Martha Breen, Chairman 2007
Rosemarie Hartnett 2009
Sally Gilman, Treasurer 2008
Museum Committee 3-year appointed terms
Terms expire in April






Elizabeth Roth, Selectmen Representative
Planning Board Staggered elected terms
Terms expire in March
James Keller, Chairman 2007
Adam Webster, Vice-Chairman 2007




Donald Begg, Alternate 2007
Gene Bryant, Alternate 2007
Phyllis O'Grady, Alternate 2007
Elizabeth Roth, Selectmen Representative
Coiitinuetf...
TOWN OFFICIALS
Recreation Advisory Committee 3-year appointed terms
Terms expire in November
Steve Stewart, Chairman 2009
Frank Russo, Vice-Ciiairman 2007







Robert Bryant, School Board Representative
Everett McBride, Jr., Selectmen Representative
Supervisors of the Checklist 6-year appointed terms
Terms expire in March
Sheila Murray, Chairman 2010
Janice Habib 2008
Joan Sabatini 2012
Trustees of the Trust Funds 3-year appointed terms
Terms expire in March
Harley Featherston, Chairman 2007
Robert Carpinone 2009
Michael Garofalo 2008
Welfare Fair Hearing Committee 3-year appointed terms
Terms expire in September
Mark Dufour, Sr. 2009
Hope Micklon-Joudrey 2009
Jefhey Hatch 2009
Zoning Board fo Adjustment 3-year appointed terms
Terms expire in April
Edvi^ard Huminick, Chairman 2008
Daniel Norris, Vice-chairman 2007
Gary Azarian, Secretary 2007
James Randazzo 2009
Chris Sousa 2009
James Broadhurst, Alternate 2008
Jeffrey Hatch, Alternate 2008
Ross Miller, Alternate 2009
Michael Smith, Alternate 2009









Term expires in March
2008
3-year elected term
Term expires in March
2008
3-year elected term
Term expires in March
2008
3-year elected term













Spicket River at Hampshire Road
12.14
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On May 16, 2006 the water discharge rate at this gage exceeded the 100-year Recurrence Interval and approached
the 500-vear Recurrence Interval.
1 he Emergency Operations Center is a group of key per-
sonnel who Vi/ork together in a command center when the
EOC is activated. The head of the EOC is the Emergency
iVIanagement Director, Fire Chief Kevin Breen who among
others aided in securing Public Assistance (PA) and Fed-
eral Highway funds for reimbursement and recovery of
town expenditures. To date, Salem has received over
$400,000 to offset flood related expenses. However, we
recognize the importance of evaluating our performance
for improvements and to minimize future impacts.
Some major activities of the EOC and emergency person-
nel were:
• Continually monitored water levels and managed the
controlled water release
• Manages 36 road closures
• Monitored roadway conditions and access
• Opened roadways when possible
• Enacted an Emergency Street Ordinance
• Evacuated homes as necessary
• Communicated with school. State and Federal
officials
• Coordinated National Guard assistance
• Provided over 20,000 sandbags and assisted
wherever possible
• Posted information and pictures on SCTV and
www.townofsalemnh.org







Fifty years from now residents of Salem will remember 2006 as the year of the
Mother's Day Flood. The Board of Selectmen acted quickly declaring a State of Emer-
gency and implemented the Emergency Operations Plan, which remained in effect for
eight days. Many residents and businesses were impacted by the worst natural dis
aster in our history, principally the Mulberry Road and Haigh Avenue neighbor-
hoods. This event also marked the first activation of our Citizen Corp. On behalf
of the entire Board, I would like to thank the Town Manager Henry E. LaBranche,
his senior staff particularly EOC Director Chief Breen, and all our town employees
who put service above all else during this event.
Once the waters had receded, the Board began working with the Town Manager
and his staff on the long hard road to recovery. As a result of the disaster, the Town
incurred over $500,000 in operational expenses, previously not budgeted, in substa
tial damage to our infrastructure. To meet these unforeseen obligations, the Town Man-
ager implemented a freeze on unnecessary spending while the Board solicited the help
of elected officials in Concord and Washington. Additionally, the Board suspended half
of the Neighborhood Road Program (Linwood Avenue neighborhood) in order to reopen
bridges and roadways as fast as possible and make application to FEMA for disaster
relief. As a result of our efforts, FEMA reimbursed the town approximately $400,000.
Once the recovery plan was in place, the Board took up the budget for 2007.
Recognizing a strong desire in the community for the rebuilding of our infrastructure
without adversely affecting the tax rate the Board, working with Dr. LaBranche, set out
to get our operational expenses under control. To that end, the proposed operational
budget is being recommended by both the Municipal Budget Committee and the Board
of Selectmen. Assuming the voters approve, this summer will see road programs on
Mary Anne Avenue, Linwood Avenue neighborhood and Marsh Avenue (this is also a
sewer project). The reconstruction of East Broadway and North Main Street, which was
approved by the voters last March, will also commence. Voters will have the opportunity
to approve the Board's $3.8 million Bridge Bond appropriation, which will provide a per-
manent solution to several bridges including those at Pelham Road, North Main Street,
and Haverhill Road. A part of this bond is a hydrological study to determine the effects
of bridge reconstruction on downstream neighborhoods. A significant portion of these
construction costs will be reimbursed by the state.
<5^









Arthur E. Barnes III
If all these infrastructure improvements are approved, town spending is projected to
increase no more than 3% over the previous year. In addition, the Board has proposed
$1.4 million bond appropriation which will give voters the opportunity to finally bring
town water to North Salem. Initially, the water users will be fund the cost of the addition
to the water system. As North Salem residents hook up to the water system, these
costs will be recouped by the Demand Betterment Assessment.
Finally, the Board would once again like to express its sincere thanks to Town Manager









oting that my tenure as Town Manager by definition was finite, two key elements
have been the underpinnings of my administration. The first was to achieve stability
throughout town government. The past two and half years have been marked by the
implementation of a comprehensive planning process that includes input from other
boards and committees as the Board of Selectmen and Town Manager annually re-
establish their vision for the Town of Salem. Further, after an initial period of dis-
ruption, the leadership team has been solidified. The most recent promotions
of Kevin Breen and Rick Russell are testimony to the strength of our organiza-
tion.
The second significant element that needed attention was our infrastructure.
Notwithstanding, the setback created by the May flood, over these past two years
we have developed a two-pronged comprehensive road improvement program that
resses both arterial and neighborhood improvements. The North Salem Fire Sta-
tion was completed and planning is underway for a new police station. Both Millville and
Wheeler Dams are in the process of receiving needed up-grades and the voters will be
asked to approve a Town-wide bridge program. In addition, road maintenance has been
initiated on a planned basis throughout the community and we look ahead to major
road repairs on Shore Drive in the next year.
Once again it was our pleasure to serve the community of Salem.
2006 HIGHLIGHTS
• $4 Million Bond for Arterial Roads Passes
• Fire Department Veteran, Kevin Breen named Fire Chief
• May Flood Causes over $500,000 Damages to Infrastructure
• Rick Russell to Lead the Department of Public Works
• Major Repairs Underway at Wheeler Dam
• Five collective bargaining agreements tentative settlements achieved
• Canobie Lake "No-Swim Rule" Up-held by DES
• Demand and Benefit Assessment Lawsuits Settled








one of the lowest in the area
The Assessors' office continues to offer our assessment data on line at
www.visionappraisal.com. This service has helped reduce traffic to our office
while giving the public the opportunity of doing research on our data base at their
convenience. In 2006 we completed our first statistical assessment update. We
were mandated by the State to bring all properties to between 90% - 110% of ma
value for the 2006 tax year. All residential properties were done in-house while the com-
mercial values were set by Vision Appraisal. The average residential home doubled in
value since our last revaluation in 2000. The average assessment for a single family
home is now $350,000. We will now be on a five-year cycle to bring our values back to
100%.
Salem enjoys one of the lowest tax rates in the area: Salem-$12.62, Atkinson-$13.80,
Windham-$15.35, Hampstead-$18.12, Londonderry-$ 18.28.
Our office offers several programs for the elderly, blind and veterans to help offset their
property tax bills. Further information is available on our website at
www.townofsalemnh.org and click on Assessing or calling the Assessors' office directly.
I would like to thank my staff for their continued hard work and dedication. Jillian Taylor,
Mary Ann Bell and Cathy Arsenault have made my job a lot easier and I look forward to























Net Property Tax Commitment $ 52,907,109
Tax Rate $ 22.06
Total Current Use Acreage 1,725
Total Taxable Properties 11,790







































$2.3 million in grant funding
over the last 3 years
The Community Development Department's mission is to provide information,
tecinnical expertise and services to tine community to plan, manage, and coordi-
nate the natural, constructed, and economic environment of Salem in order to
provide a better quality of life for its citizens.
The Community Development Department staff consists of William J. Scott, Director
Donna Mae D'Agata, Administrative Assistant. The divisions managed by the Com-
munity Development Department are: Building Inspection, Health, and Planning. The
Director also serves as a special projects coordinator for the Town Manager and facili-
tates the development of the Capital Improvements Plan.
We consider Community Development as an internal consulting organization providing
technical and organizational services to the public and fellow departments toward im-
plementing community projects. In April, we update the Community Development por-
tion of the Town website www.townofsalemnh.org for these listed projects and new
projects resulting from Town Meeting:
2006 HIGHLIGHTS
• In June of 2006, 24 residents from the Haigh Avenue area petitioned the Town to create
flood mitigation strategies. Research and a presentation by the Community Development Of-
fice to 85 Haigh area residents led to the establishment of an 11 household committee and
the creation of a position paper on flood mitigation. The Board of Selectmen honored the re-
quest to create an action plan to mitigate flooding impacts. The mitigation effort will be tai-
lored to implementation by creating the necessary information for future flood mitigation
grant applications.
• The Community Development Office working with the Salem Housing Authority wrote and suc-
cessfully received a Community Development Block Grant for $450,000 to provide funds for
site work for 24 units of elderly affordable apartments.
• Each year the Community Development Office manages the development of the Capital Im-
provements program process to create a ten-year plan. The new road program is part of this
process and this approach concentrates improvements in areas that have poor condition rat-
ings and sequences projects based on those ratings and other factors. The proposed road
program not only addresses projects based on conditions, the program focuses on including
more complex integrated factors including drainage, water, and sewer where applicable.
• The Intelligent Transportation System is a project is funded by a $750,000 grant from the
Federal Highway Administration and traffic impact fees. The project will integrate coordinated
traffic signal control, traffic monitoring, emergency and incident response support, and com-
munications to allow local, state, and regional agencies to better manage the transportation
network in a seamless fashion.
• The Salem Employee Trip Reduction Integration Project (SE-TRIP) has reached the contract
stages with the State Department of Transportation in late 2006. The project will establish an
integrated multimodal transportation system for those employed in the area and residents in
Salem and Derry.
• The vacancy of the Depot Train Station has initiated a volunteer and Historic District Commis-
sion effort to restore the building and create opportunities for its reuse. Located at the inter-
section of Routes 28 and 97 the building symbolizes the Town's past thriving rail access. The
Community Development Office is managing the rehabilitation efforts and will coordinate the
expertise of the Historic District Commission with the skills and energy of volunteers.
• The Community Development Office continues to work with the Cooperative Alliance for Re-
gional Transportation (CART). CART, which began operations in 2006, is a curb-to-curb trans-
portation system serving the towns of Chester, Danville, Derry, Hampstead, Londonderry,
Plaistow, Salem, Sandown and Windham. CART is a shared-ride sen/ice available to any resi-
; of the nine service towns who need transportation.
2,388 permits issued
The Building Division is available to assist anyone with questions or concerns
during the hours of 8:30 a.m. - 9:30 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. - 5:00 p.m. Monday
through Friday for Permit Processing.
The Division is supported by Chief Building Official Samuel Zannini, Building
Inspector Warren Winter, Electrical Inspector Ken Sherwood and the Building
Administrative Secretary Pam Rochon Russell. This division is responsible for oversee
ing construction within its jurisdiction by implementation and enforcement of local
codes and ordinances.
The Town of Salem is required to comply with the International Residential Code (IRC)
2003, International Building Code (IBC) 2000, the 2005 National Electrical Code
NFPA70 and the International Plumbing Code (IPC) 2000.
The attached tables titled Building Department, Plumbing and Electrical Departments
indicate the permit activity and fees for 2006. Much of the activity for the year revolved
around the permitting and management of inspections for the many commercial and
residential projects.
The Building Department welcomes John Maglio as the new Code Enforcement Officer.
Mr. Maglio is available to help residents comply with the Town of Salem Codes and Ordi-
nances. This position was funded in 2006 after a three-year Time Allocation Study
which indicated the need for greater emphasis on codes administration. An initial suc-
cess has been removing and prosecuting violations for illegal signs in the public right-of-
way. Please contact Mr. Maglio if you have any concerns or comments. Please visit the
Town website for more information, www.townofsalemnh.com/planning/regulations-
and-ordinances/zoning-ordinance.
The Building Department would like to take this opportunity to thank former Administra-
tive Secretary Donna Mae D'Agata and wish her luck in her new position with Salem's
Community Development Department. We welcome Pam Rochon Russell as the new
Administrative Secretary, who comes to us from Salem Fire Department.
SUMMARY OF ISSUED PERMITS
# Permits Permit Fees # Permits Permit Fees # Permits Permit Fees




























































Number of Facilities by Type
received for mosquito spraying
The primary function of the Health Officer involves the inspection and licensing
of regulated facilities in Salem. These regulated facilities are depicted in Figure
1. The major portion of my ac- ^
tivities is devoted to food estab-
lishments. Other inspectional
duties include: daycare centers, fos-
ter homes, body art facilities
(tattooing/body piercing), housing,
massage therapy establishments and
complaint investigations. Complaints
received by the Health Officer include
nuisances such as improper storage of
trash, illegal dumping and odors.
Beaches are tested during the summer






EASTER.N EQUINE ENCEPHALITISAVEST NILE VIRUS:
Eastern Equine Encephalitis (EEE), a rare but serious viral disease transmitted by the
bite of an infected mosquito, was detected in mosquitoes in NH for the third straight
year. However, no human cases of EEE were documented in NH this year. In addition,
no positive mosquitoes or birds were detected in Salem for either EEE or West Nile Vi-
rus. A number of abutting towns had detected EEE in birds and mosquitoes and Rock-
ingham County was designated a high risk area and it was decided to conduct spraying
for adult mosquitoes. Spraying occurred at the athletic fields and the public play-
grounds and this action was intended to provide a pre-emptive, precautionary measure
in order to protect residents. It appeared to be effective in significantly reducing mos-
quito activity based on trapping of live mosquitoes after this spraying event. Planning
efforts to deal with this issue next year have commenced including meetings with state
representatives to strategize on regional efforts.
2006 HIGHLIGHTS
• Received $5,523 state grant to assist mosquito spraying program
• No EEE or WNV positive mosquitoes or birds found in Salem
• Collected over 100 mercury-containing thermometers & thermostats for proper disposal
• Conducted timely inspections of food establishments affected by the May flooding to ensure
proper clean-up efforts were conducted prior to re-opening
Almost
5400.000
collected In impact fees
The primary responsibility of the Planning Division is administering the Town's
land use controls, including subdivision, site plan, and zoning ordinances. This
involves extensive dealings with the public, reviewing plans and proposals, sign-
ing permits, inspecting sites, and working with other Town staff, consultants, and
applicants. We arrange Planning Board and Conservation Commission meetings
throughout the year, and serve as staff to these citizen volunteers. Given Salem's
population and development activity, the volume of this administrative work takes up
most of our available time.
Our other major responsibility is long-range planning for the community. This involves
updating and implementing the Town's Master Plan, proposing new regulations to con-
trol land development, preparing planning studies and working on a variety of miscella-
neous projects for the betterment of the Town.
We urge citizens to participate in planning for the Town's future by reading the Town's
Master Plan and Land Use Controls, attending meetings or watching them on Cable
Channel 23, volunteering for subcommittees or Board openings, writing letters, visiting
the Planning Office, and viewing the Town's Internet Web page at
www.townofsalemnh.org.
2006 HIGHLIGHTS
• Coordinated 24 Planning Board meetings with 84 agenda Items. Large projects approved in
2006 included office buildings on Main Street, Keewaydin Drive, and Sally Sweet's Way, resi-
dential subdivisions on Brady Avenue and Duston Road, a restaurant on So. Broadway, a
fitness club on No. Broadway, and a supermarket expansion on Cluff Crossing Road.
• Coordinated 12 Conservation Commission meetings with 28 agenda items. Major projects
included road repairs due to the May floods, removing sandbars and adding docks, retaining
walls, and beaches on Arlington Pond, and wetland filling on Hooker Farm Road, Lowell Road,
and Pond Street.
• Prepared 14 amendments to the zoning ordinance and zoning map, including revisions deal-
ing with floodplains, wetlands, and sexually oriented businesses, zoning map changes, and
new Prime Wetland designations. Prepared legal notices and warrant/ ballot articles and set
up public hearings.
• Reviewed permit applications for new single family dwellings, commercial buildings/
alterations, in-law and accessory apartments, signs, and occupancy requests.
• Investigated complaints and inspected sites for compliance with approved plans.
• Collected $208,000 in impact fees for roads, $108,000 for schools, $20,000 for recreation,
and $53,000 for public safety.
• Collected and processed escrow funds for outside plan reviews and performance guarantees.
• Prepared site plan and subdivision amendments dealing with stormwater management, traffic,



































Arterial Road Bond approved in 2006
The Engineering Department provides technical assistance to the Town of
Salem and its residents, businesses, development community, construction
community, staff. Boards and Commissions on matters related to municipal engi-
neering, planning, and development.
The year was a busy and productive one for the Engineering Department, and in-
cluded our involvement in the following areas:
2006 HIGHLIGHTS
• Neighborhood Road Program - reconstruction of approximately 2.2 miles of road in the general
neighborhood surrounding Pattee Road and Messer Avenue and replacement of approximately
1,800 linear feet of deteriorated watermain pipe along Pattee Road, Rosewood Avenue and
Senter Street. In addition, the maintenance portion of the Road Program approphation al-
lowed for pavement shim and overlay of portions of Pond Street, Cluff Road and Cluff Crossing,
Commercial Drive, East Broadway, Haverhill Road, Dyer Avenue, North Main Street, and Sand
Hill Road, plus crack sealing on Millville Street and Bluff Street.
• May 2006 Flood - the flood necessitated a scaling back of the planned 2006 Road Program,
in order to facilitate reconstruction and repair of 7 areas damaged by the May flood. Engineer-
ing worked in concert with the DPW to coordinate and oversee reconstruction and repairs on
Main Street, Brookdale Road, Riversedge Drive, Pelham Road, Shore Drive and North Main
Street. Engineering also assisted Finance with preparation of repair estimates submitted to
FEMA for disaster relief money.
• Wheeler Dam Repairs - in concert with the Utilities Division of Public Works, Engineering as-
sisted in the administration of repairs to the Wheeler Dam at Arlington Pond. Construction is
ongoing and projected to be complete in 2007.
• NHDOT Municipal Bridge Aid Program - design work is in progress for bridges located on Hav-
erhill Road at the Spicket River, and on Emerson Way at the Widow Harhs Brook. The Town's
bridge program seeks to design and construct repairs at particular bridge locations within the
Town that are in need of maintenance or replacement.
• Updating the 1988 Stormwater Master Plan - the update is neahng completion, outlines, pri-
orities related to stormwater issues, and provides a key tool for planning future stormwater
projects.
• NPDES Phase II Small MS4 General Permit - In conjunction with Public Works, the Engineering
Department is responsible for preparing annual reports to the U. S. Environmental Protection
Agency which document the Town's progress with respect to various Stormwater objectives.
• Subdivision and Site Plan Review - The Engineering Department has performed a technical
review on 207 subdivision and site plan submissions. Construction has started on approxi-
mately $1.4M of new residential subdivision infrastructure and several commercial projects.
• Septic Systems - The Engineering Department has reviewed 88 septic system designs, and
inspected 83 installations.
• Permits - The Engineering Department has issued 257 permits for Street Openings, Sewer
and Water Connections, and Driveways, Wells, and Gas. In addition. Engineering participated
in the review and sign off on 942 Building Permit Applications and Certificates of Occupancy.
For much of the year, the DPW Director's position was vacant, and the Engineering Di-
rector's position was asked to fill in as Acting Utilities Director. Such a task involved
teamwork and cooperation between the Department of Public Works, the Utilities Divi-
sion and the Engineering Department for which we would like to express my sincere
thanks and appreciation.
As always, the Engineering Department takes great pride in being able to provide
prompt and accurate service to the citizens of Salem, and we look forward to serving





The Finance Department is comprised of many functions that interact with all
departments within the town. The functions within the Finance Department
include budget preparation, payroll, purchasing, accounts payable, accounts
receivable, cash management and water and sewer billing. All of these func-
tions play a critical role within the town as well as the community.
2006 was an extremely busy year for the Finance Department. The following are
highlights from the year:
• In May 2006 a State of Emergency was declared due to extreme flooding in the community.
As a result the Town of Salem incurred costs in excess of $500,000. These costs were re-
lated to public safety, search and rescue, road closures, road and bridge repairs and debris
removal. With the support of Engineering, DPW, Fire and Police the Finance Department was
able to prepare and submit all of the required paperwork to receive eligible emergency assis-
tance. The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) and Federal Highway Admini-
stration approved and/or reimbursed approximately $400,000 for the Town of Salem.
• At the 2006 Town Meeting the AS/400 replacement software was approved. With the sup-
port of the Information Technology Department we successfully implemented the General
Ledger, Purchasing and Accounts Payable Modules. We are scheduled to complete the re-
maining modules in 2007.
• The 2006 Town Meeting also approved the town to obtain a $4.0 million dollar Arterial Road
Bond for the reconstruction of North Main Street and East Broadway. In the fall of 2006 the
Town of Salem; with the support of Citizen's Bank successfully obtained 10 competitive bids
countrywide. The bond issue was awarded to Fidelity Capital Markets Services. The town
received an extremely competitive rate of 3.72% over a 10-year borrowing term. This road
project is expected to begin in spring 2007.
The actual 2006 tax rate for the Town portion was set at $ 4.35. This is a decrease of
$ 3.36 from the 2005 Tax Rate. Overall, the Town, School, State and County tax rate
decreased in 2006 by $9.44 per thousand dollars assessed valuation from the 2005
rate. It is also worth noting that the assessed valuation increased from 52% to 100%.
In closing I would like to take this opportunity to acknowledge all the employees of the
Finance Department. I want to thank my entire staff for their continued support. The
Finance Department continues to be a success with their dedicated service to the em-
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proposal in June of
2006 and recently
received notice of an
award. The grant
totals $414,000 re
ceived over five years and offsets costs associated with hiring four firefighters. We re-
spectfully ask you to support this article at this year's annual town meeting on Saturday,
March 17, 2007.
2006 HIGHLIGHTS
• The department took delivery of a new 2006 Pierce Arrow XT, Class A Fire Engine and a new
2007 International/Horton, Type 1, Medium-duty Ambulance.
• The following personnel were promoted in 2006:
Firefighter Lindsey Rice II to Fire Lieutenant - 4/2/2006
Firefighter Stephen J. McKenna to Fire Lieutenant - 6/18/2006
Firefighter Timothy J. Kenney to Fire Lieutenant- 7/2/2006
Firefighter Jeffrey M. Jensen to Personal Safety & Equipment Technician - 9/17/2006
Deputy Chief Paul J. Parisi to Assistant Chief -10/23/2006
• The following personnel were appointed to Salem Fire Department in
2006:
John M. Hoellrich appointed to Dispatcher - 7/12/2006
Brian S. Murray appointed to Firefighter - 9/1/2006
Jeffreys. Emanuelson appointed to Fire Marshal - 10/16/2006
• The following personnel left Salem Fire Department in 2006. Certainly,
they will be missed and we thank them for their many years of service.
Lieutenant Dennis M. Covey Hired - 8/20/1985 Retired - 4/1/2006
Lieutenant Ronald W. Gale Hired - 11/5/1973 Retired - 6/1/2006
Lieutenant Leonard Eden Hired - 6/22/1981 Retired - 7/1/2006
Dispatcher Cheryl Celeste Hired - 12/29/2000 Resigned - 4/28/2006
We thank the men and women who make up Salem Fire Department.
We are blessed with wonderfully talented and dedicated employees
who consistently demonstrate their commitment to the department
and our community.
For more information on our personnel, facilities, apparatus and other
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REPORT OF FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND
STAT E F^RESTJ. AN GER
Your local Forest Fire Warden, Fire Department, and the State of New Hampshire Division of Forests & Lands
work collaboratively to reduce the risk and frequency of wildland fires in New Hampshire. To help us assist you,
please contact your local Forest Fire Warden or Fire Department to determine if a permit is required before doing
ANY outside burning. Under State law (RSA 227-L:17) a fire permit is required for all outside burning unless the
ground is completely covered with snow. The New Hampshire Department of Environmental Services also prohib-
its the open burning of household waste. Citizens are encouraged to contact the local fire department or DES at
1-800-498-6868 or www.des.state.nh.us for more information. Safe open burning requires diligence and respon-
sibility. Help us to protect New Hampshire's forest resources. For more information please contact the Division
of Forests & Lands at (603) 271-2214, or online at www.nhdfl.org.
Fire activity was very high during the first several weeks of the 2006 fire season, with red-flag conditions issued
by the National Weather Service and extreme fire danger in many sections of the state. The largest forest fire
during this period occurred in late April and burned 98 acres. The extremely dry conditions in spring resulted in
over twice the amount of acreage burned than in all of 2005. Our statewide system of fire lookout towers is
credited with keeping most fires small and saving several structures this season due to their quick and accurate
spotting capabilities. Fires in the wildland urban interface damaged 6 structures, a constant reminder that forest
fires burn more than just trees. Homeowners should take measures to prevent a wildland fire from spreading to
their home. Precautions include keeping your roof and gutters clear of leaves and pine needles, and maintaining
adequate green space around your home free of flammable materials. Additional information and homeowner
recommendations are available at www.firewise.org. Please help Smokey Bear, your local fire department and
the state's Forest Rangers by being fire wise and fire safe!
COUNTT STATISTICS CAUSES OF FIKES REPORTED
County
SOUTHEASTERN N.H. HAZAR.DOUS MATEB.IALS
M U T U A L^A 1^D_D|S T K I C T
The Southeastern New Hampshire Hazardous Materials Mutual Aid District is organized as a regional solution to
the hazardous materials response problem. The purpose of the District is to prepare our communities for re-
sponses to hazardous materials incidents, both with training and equipment. The 16 communities that comprise
the district are: Auburn, Atkinson, Candia, Chester, Danville, Deerfield, Derry, Hampstead, Hooksett, Litchfield,
Londonderry, Pelham, Plaistow, Sandown, Salem, and Windham. Approximately 400 square miles, and a popula-
tion of approximately 150,000 residents are covered by the district's response area. In addition, the District pro-
tects an Interstate Highway System as well as a rail line and hundreds of miles of state and local highways and
the state's largest airport. The District provides the highest level of response available for Hazardous Materials,
Level "A".
R.ESPONSE TEAM
The response team is made up of 40 members drawn from the ranks of the fire departments within the District.
The team consists of 36 technician level members (TMs), four communication specialists (CSs) and six technician
team leaders (TTLs). In addition to members drawn from a fire department background the team also includes
persons from various backgrounds that act as advisors to the team in their specific areas of expertise. These ad-
visors include an industrial chemist, a microbiologist, a medical examiner and a member from the Londonderry
Police Department. Activation of the team is made by the request of the local incident commander through the
Derry Fire Dispatch Center. The team is then notified to respond via alphanumeric pagers and cellular phones.
The team is available to respond to chemical based incidents at one of these three levels:
Level One - Single resource response - this is usually a request for a spill trailer to assist a community in
containing an unplanned fixed volume hydrocarbon release. A technical team leader will respond with the
dispatched resource.
Level Two - Team leader response - this is a request by a community for a team leader response to a com-
munity to assist in the disposition of an incident involving a known or unknown chemical. This response
consists of the entry/command trailer and two team leaders. It is sometimes supplemented by a small
group of support technicians.
Level Three - Full team response - this is the response of the whole District team including all personnel
and mobile equipment.
In calendar year 2006, the Team responded to 10 Level 1 incidents, 2 Level 2 incidents, and 2 Level 3 incidents
(Level 3 incidents were in Salem and Pelham).
Prior to being accepted as a member of the technical team, certain prerequisites must be met. They include pass-
ing an occupational physical every two years, completing an approved 80-hour technician level course that covers
the competencies outline in CFR 29 1910.120 and NFPA 473. Regularly scheduled Team training is held as a
minimum 10 months a year with no training in July and August. Typically training is the third Wednesday of the
monthly with a 9AM start time and with the training lasting usually four to seven hours. Personnel are required to
attend a minimum of 70% of the scheduled training.
Each team member is expected to promptly respond to every team request they are available for; and once on
scene, to fulfill the duties of their position with a sense of duty and responsibility. Team members are expected to
positively promote the Team's image as well as its mission of responding to unplanned chemical releases in a
manner that minimizes their impact on the citizens and communities within the District.
TRAINING OVERVIEW
Training Continues to be a top priority for the Southeastern NH HAZMAT Team. The team continues to train in the
areas of transportation and fixed facility emergencies, weapons of mass destruction, clandestine drub labs, and
confined space rescue.
The HAZMAT district has also assisted member communities with planning for Homeland Security training exer-
cises, and provided HAZMAT refresher training. Please visit the district web site for a full training schedule, list of
events and information www.senhhazmat.org.
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We value the real life accomplishments of our entire workforce consisting of
230 full time and 50 part-time employees. As mentioned in last year's Annual
Report, Human Resources was said to be "dwelling in possibilities."
In 2006, many of those "possibilities" became reality! Here are a few:
• As mentioned in our headline, the Town of Salem was a recipient of the Local Government
Center's ("LGC") annual "lA/e// Dollars GranV." The objective of the grant is to proactively edu-
cate employees on how to prevent illness in order to stabilize health insurance cost and mini-
mize illness. Beginning in February 2006 these monthly sessions educated employees on how
they can make significant, practical lifestyle changes to improve their health, prevent disease.
Employee success stories were featured in LGC's newsletter. Needless to say, preventing dis-
ease is less expensive than treating it.
Salem's commitment to promote from within is exemplified by appointment of our new Fire
Chief, Assistant Fire Chief, Public Works Director, Deputy Police Chief, Police Captain and
D.P.W. Operations Manager. All of these dedicated, long-time employees rose through the
ranks. We are proud of their commitment, dedication and accomplishments.
The Human Resources department works tirelessly with other Town agencies to recruit the
"best of the best" in order to continue providing municipal services "second to none." During
2006, eight new employees joined the Department of Public Works, five started at the Police
Department, two became firefighters and we hired a new Fire Marshal and Code Enforcement
Officer. Our recruitment process is very thorough and includes extensive background investiga-
tions especially for safety personnel like Police and Fire employees.
Due to the Town's participation in Salem High School's Business internship program. Town
employees are assisted by an enthusiastic student who has provided invaluable assistance to
many departments! This is a win-win situation because the student intern gains real life office
experience while the employees enhance their productivity.
Our active Joint Loss Management Committee works hard to put in place processes and proce-
dures that will reduce job-related injuries and accidents in order to control workers compensa-
tion costs and maintain worker productivity. Recently, the Committee has been working on
improving their safety manual and has elected new officers who are enthusiastic about con-
tinuing this valuable effort.
Our Department provides comprehensive personnel services all of the Town's employees but
also provides information and guidance on Medicare-related topics to those who have retired
from "active duty." In addition. Human Resources has been essential in guiding those employ-
ees who are nearing retirement age and need advice as to the Town's administrative proce-
dures to begin the process.
Training is essential for the development of new technical and interpersonal skills. It is essen-
tial to remain "current" with ever-changing laws, processes, techniques and regulations. Our
workforce regularly participates in all types of training provided at no additional cost by Primex
and the Local Government Center. Additional training in Leadership techniques was con-
ducted by the Town Manager for supervisory staff members early in 2006. This practical in-
struction was both well received by participants and put to use immediately by attendees.
92%̂/ increase in website
activity was seen during tlie 2006 tlood event
The Information Technology Department is committed to advancing public service
in the Tow/n of Salem, New Hampshire by developing and applying innovative
technology solutions to meet the needs of today's government business practices
Additionally, the Geographic Information Systems (GIS) section of our department
aims to provide the most comprehensive mapping, plotting and planning services
available.
The Information Technology Department is responsible for supporting mission critical
systems that are vital to the ongoing daily operations of the Town of Salem, New Hamp-
shire. Our professional staff design, create, operate, and maintain communications, data
systems and mapping capabilities for all public safety, operational and administration
departments. These departments are our customers and our partners. We implement
technology-based solutions to meet their business needs and help them plan for the fu-
ture.
2006 was the first year that the Information Technology Department was involved in an
Emergency Operations Center (EOC) activation. This involvement helped to bridge the
gap between the public and officials. In addition to technology and mapping support ser-
vices, the Information Technology Department provided real-time information and photo-
graphs to the Town's website and Salem Cable Television. The website saw a 92% in-
crease in usage, with 74% more hits during the flood emergency event.
The Information Technology Department staff's hard work and dedication is greatly ap-
preciated. As time passes, people rely more heavily on technology. Without the staff's
dedication, many systems would simply cease and operations would be much less effi-
cient.
2006 HIGHLIGHTS
• Implementation of a large system replacement for the Town's main computer system. This
system is responsible for all financial, permitting, recreation, human resources, and human
services functions among others. This replacement was sorely needed and replaces an out-
dated 18 year old system.
• Establishment of a Technology Trust Fund to bring before the voters at the 2007 Town Meeting.
This trust fund will aim to equalize the financial impact to the Town that large technology pro-
jects may bring. By consistently funding a value annually, large technology projects will be
scheduled, affordable and occurring at regular intervals. By establishing and funding a regular
replacement schedule, staff are given equipment that meets their current and future perform-
ance requirements while serving the public in the most effective and efficient manner possible.
• Used GPS technology to map out flood extents during the May flood. The internal GIS web
pages were also set up to broadcast road closures and map out potential detours. Numerous
maps containing flood points and lot ownership were passed along to town, state, FEMA and
Red Cross officials.
• Installation of additional filtering software to manage the ever increasing amount of 'junk'
email.
• Converted voter registration system to a new State-wide system, ElectioNet.
• Creatiion of a Highway & Drainage atlas. This effort will go a long way towards making the
drainage data comprehensive and relieve the potential for another costly drainage study based
on asset collection.
• GIS participated in the Arlington Pond Field Survey and Dredge Project which collected data





































The Town Human Services Department provides financial assistance for Salem
residents as defined by State Statue RSA 165. Eligibility is based on need, and
is determined each time a formal request for assistance is made through an
application process, based on guidelines adopted by the Salem Board of Select-
men. Assistance is provided through vouchers or directly to vendors for such ba-
sic needs as food, fuel for heat, utilities, shelter, prescriptions and other necessi-
ties. Referrals to other resources, such as State and Federal Programs, food pan-
^tries, etc., are made before local tax dollars are utilized whenever possible. Liens, ac-
cording to State Law, are placed on properties and future settlements of those assisted.
In 2006 the Town was reimbursed over $77,200 for past assistance provided by the
Town.
The Town in 2006 assisted 159 families and over 392 residents. The budgetary cost for
General assistance in 2006 was $112,000. The largest percentage of families was as-
sisted with housing. High rents continue to affect many low-income households, espe-
cially those working at the lower end of the wage scale.
During the flooding of 2006, the Human Service office provided aid in numerous ways:
• Coordinating referrals to shelters, Red Cross, FEMA or motels for victim residents.
• Provided food, clothing, and furniture on an emergency basis to Salem flood victims.
• Distributed 80 Disaster Relief Kits for clean up which included food, water and cleaning sup-
plies.
• Organized Volunteer clean-up groups to assist families affected by the flooding.
• Assisted Rockingham Community Action's Flood Recovery Day for financial aid to flood victims.
The Human Service office, through private donations made by local business, families
and civic organizations, was able to assist low income families in a number of ways:
• 25 families, which included 77 people, were provided Easter Food Certificates.
• 41 families, which included 88 children, were provided back packs, notebooks and essential
Back to School items to provide a successful return to school.
• 71 families, including 221 individuals were provided Thanksgiving Food Baskets.
The Human Service office administratively assists the Christmas Fund which provided
food, clothing and toys to 577 individuals. I would like to give credit to The Believers
Meeting and their dinner to raise over $3,000 for Christmas gifts for teens.
The Town funded the following seventeen human services to help serve Salem resi-
dents in 2006:
• HOME HEALTH CARE CLINICS allocated $1500 for home health care and clinics; North-
east Rehabilitation Hospital provided skilled home visits to frail and elderly residents; Holy
Family Hospital provided blood pressure readings and glucose screening at the Salem Senior
Center.
• GR.EATER. SALEM CAREOVERS allocated $15,000; provided volunteers to help the elderly
and frail; provided 1390 units of service, mostly rides at a value of $25,089.
• A SAFE PLACE allocated $4,000; provided battered women and their children emergency
shelter, a 24-hour crisis intervention hot-line, court advocacy, support groups, etc. to make
transition out of abusive living situations and live free from violence; 99 residents were
helped, 1426 units of service, for a value of $42,780. A Safe Place has a drop-in center lo-
cally; telephone number is 890-6392.
• BRIDGES allocated $2,000; for support services to sexual violence victims; helped 208 Salem
residents with primarily education services; with crisis intervention services and advocacy, in-
163 families received assistance in 2006
eluding one resident with emergency shelter services; provided 879 units of service, a value of
$11,013.
• R.ET1R.ED SENIOR VOLUNTEEK PR.OGRAM (RSVP) allocated $4,000; provided means for
recognized and meaningful retirement life for older Americans; contributed approximately
25,108 hours to 11 non-profit agencies in Salem; value of services was $453,000.
• BIG BROTHERS/BIG SISTERS PROGRAM allocated $15,500; provided 7-14 year old children
from single parent families mentors; to prevent problems; to promote healthy growth and devel-
opment; provided 19 boys and girls with Big Brother and Big Sisters, 79 units of service, at a
value of $23,560.
• ROCKINGHAM COUNTY COMMUNITY ACTION PROGRAM (RCCAP) allocated
$22,390 plus free rent; served the needs of the areas low-income residents by assisting them
in coping with the hardship of poverty, outreach office provided 4906 units of service at a value
of $937,018.
• ROCKINGHAM NUTRITION MEALS ON WHEELS allocated $9,250 in 2006; provided hot
noon lunches at the Salem Senior Center five days a week and delivered noon meals to those
residents who are homebound; provided meals to 338 Salem residents; 27,833 meals; the nu-
trition program's telephone number is 893-2137.
• ROCKINGHAM VNA AND HOSPICE allocated $8,500; provided Hospice care to 12 Salem
residents (and families for support) that were terminally ill; provided approximately 847 units of
service; value of services provided was $162,037.
• COMMUNITY HEALTH SERVICES, INC allocated $16,000; provided comprehensive health
care including primary care physicians, pharmaceutical medications and hospital care at low
cost to residents who work, are without health care insurance; value of services to 108 active
Salem residents served was over $421,676.
. THE GREATER DERRY/GREATER SALEM REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION COUNCL
allocated $ 6,500; provided van rides to elderly, disabled and other
residents; provided approximately 809 rides to 118 residents to doc-
tors, etc; value of $17,957.
• SONSHINE SOUP KITCHEN allocated $500; provided free meals
to 6192 individuals from the area; provided a total of 10,029 meals
with a value of $53,713.
• CENTER FOR LIFE MANAGEMENT (CLM) allocated $5,000 to
fund two programs: Community Education Programs; and Critical
Incidents in the community when CLM provides stress debriefing
teams; provided 96 units of community education services; provided
no critical incidents services.
• THE CHILD ADVOCACY CENTER allocated $1,000; provided a
safe environment for the protection of children being evaluated as
child abuse and exploitation victims; services are coordinated and
community education is provided to prevent future abuse; 20 fami-
lies were served with 120 units of service at a value of $12,000.
• AIDS RESPONSE SEACOAST allocated $500 to Aids Response
Seacoast; provided prevention education and direct services to two
residents at a value of $8,000.
• SALEM SUCCESS BY 6/FAMILY RESOURCE CENTER allocated
$4000; provided home visiting nurses and child development ser-
vices to young mothers and mothers with newborns (parenting work-
shops, parenting libraries, babysitting training and network); with
Town funding provided 116 Parenting and Play Groups Programs at a








































The Salem Police Department is still experiencing change as we see retirements
and new hires continue. This year's retirees include Sergeant Paul Marchand,
Officers Mike Robbins, Brian Bodenrader and Lou Currier. New hires were Offi-
cers Chad Clark, Robert Genest, Eric O'Brien, and Dan Nelson. We also have a
new dispatcher, Kathy Lacey.
In 2006 some of our accomplishments were as follows:
Completed a restructure of our senior command staff and review of the agency. This is an on-
going process to ensure that we maintain accountability by operating as efficiently as possible.
• Trained our officers in defensive driving, Patrol & Officer survival tactics, and many other as-
pects of policing which benefit the Town by making our staff more effective and resulting in
fewer cruiser accidents and injured officers. We also were able to enhance our training through
grants obtained via the NH Police Academy, who provided funding for a number of our special-
ized training ventures, thereby reducing these costs to the taxpayer.
• Provided police services in collaboration with town departments and other agencies during the
spring floods while maintaining an efficient response level for normal calls for service and pro-
viding coverage for an extended period in the flooded areas as well.
• Maintained a close relationship with our community through such events as our SPD Open
House, the BBQ at the Senior Center, numerous school events, and special events such as the
Elks Kid Fest, Salem Christmas Fund Toys for Tots, NH Special Olympics Penguin Plunge, and
much more.
THE FUTURE
We will continue the task of review and revision of our operations to ensure the most
cost effective, efficient and effective delivery of police services to Salem. We are moni-
toring the criminal activity levels of area communities in an effort to remain proactive in
keeping their issues from becoming our issues. The Salem Police Department is study-
ing the possibility of creating a Citizen Academy to allow local residents the ability to
learn about policing first-hand from those who perform those duties in our community.
As this process unfolds, you will hear more. As we enter 2007, we will continue to be a
leader in NH law enforcement in our operations, training and professionalism.
We would also like to acknowledge and express our appreciation for the support we
have received from the community. By working together we can continue to keep Salem
a safe, clean and inviting community. Your kind words and letters mean a lot to the staff
and we appreciate your taking the time to contact us. We pledge to continue working to
keep the Salem community the kind of place that people like to live in and visit.
for service in 2006
CRIME STATISTICS FOR 2006
Murder/Attempted Murder
The Department of Public Works provides
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The Department of Public Works is comprised of two divisions tlie Highway and
the Utilities Division with each further divided into sections comprised of 40 em-
ployees. Snow removal plays a major role for six months out of the year for the
department and every member takes great pride in making sure the residents
of the community have a safe journey to school, work and shopping.
HIGHWAY DIVISION
STREETS AND SHOPS
Operations Manager, Dave Wholley, and Forman, Wayne Kezer, lead this section where
the responsibilities are the upkeep and maintenance of Town roads that include, snow
removal, storm water culverts and catch basins, street signage, stripping, sweeping,
patching along with several other areas inside each street's right of way.
The key to the highway division's success for the year of 2006 was personnel. Al-
though the 2005-2006 winter season was average with having performed 32 primary
salting operations, 18 secondary salting operations, and 6 plow operations for a sea-
son total of 61 inches of accumulation. Mother Nature offered a spring-time flood of
incomparable and epic proportions. This certainly put the personnel to the test, and
they all passed with a tremendous amount of success and professionalism. The Flood
put an uncompromising demand on the department's manpower and resources for the
months that followed, further strained by vacancies created by many retirees. Six new
personnel were welcome additions to the staff to fill those vacancies.
The division responded to 1,292 service calls from the public over a period of 7
months, in addition to regular operational duties. Other major repairs included the re-
pair/rebuild of 54 catch basins, replacement of 220' of failed 12" drain line on Mul-
berry Road, installation of two leaching basins on Duston Road to help reduce a double
decade long drainage problem, and the much needed shim and overlay of both Com-
mercial Drive and Manor Parkway.
FLEET
Chief Mechanic, Ted Puzniak, manages this section which is responsible for the pre-
ventive maintenance and upkeep of 95 pieces of equipment including trucks, heavy
equipment, cars and specialty seasonal equipment, all supporting not only the Highway
and Utilities Divisions but Town inspector's as well. The majority of these vehicles are
mandated to go thru State inspections twice annually.
2006 saw the replacement of two 6 wheel dump trucks and a 1 ton dump truck. Re-
placing trucks like these that sometimes operate 24 hours a day regularly is a crucial
part of the department's effectiveness.
PARKS AND PROPERTIES
Foreman, Ron Paul, heads the upkeep of the majority of Town owned buildings and
land, including the four cemeteries. Daily activities of this department range from ac-
commodating burials and cutting grass on all Town property to changing light bulbs
and plumbing problems in Town buildings. One notable accomplishment for this sec-
tion was a face lift to the entrance of the Pine Grove Cemetery, along with a small ex-
pansion in the new section. Additionally, 81 burials and 31 cremations were com-
pleted.
SOLID WASTE
Foreman, Dave Cantor, manages the Transfer Station where 12,299 tons of municipal
solid waste, 2,225 tons of recyclables and metal, and 1,504 tons of construction
demolition material is handled, hauled and disposed of. This section also regulates
the permits as well as the brush and leaf disposal at the site on Shannon Road.
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Animal Control Officer, Kelly Demers, is responsible for enforcing State Laws and Local
Ordinances pertaining to the welfare and control of donnestic, exotic and wild aninnals.
Kelly is also considered the local Rabies Control Authority and handles many animals
reported to be sick, injured and/or abandoned, including animal bite situations that
require quarantine reports. Over 1,088 calls for animal related issues were responded
to during 2006.
UTILITIES
Utilities Manager, Bill Daly, and his staff have worked diligently and are pleased to re-
port that all applicable State and Federal drinking water quality regulations were met
during 2006.
DISTRIBUTION
Foreman, Glenn Burton, leads the maintenance and repair of over 128 miles of water
mains with 1,750 main line shut-off valves, 6,500 service lines to individual customers
and 874 public hydrants. In 2006 9 hydrants were repaired and 3 replaced from motor
vehicle accidents. The section repaired 28 water main breaks, performed 1,275 marks
for the Dig Safe system, replaced 1,800 feet of new water main on Pattee Road, Rose-
wood Ave and Senter Street and installed 600 feet of water main Michele Park.
AAETER
Foreman, Ray Sarcione, heads the section responsible for the reading of 6,400 resi-
dential meters on a quarterly basis and 830 commercial meters monthly. The testing
of 1,700 backflow devices along with setting up appointments for the installation of
new meters and the repair of existing ones are also the responsibility of this section.
WATER TREATMENT/SEWER
Foreman, Pete Floriddia, manages this section where the maintenance and upkeep of
over 10 sewer pump stations, 60 miles of sewer lines and 1,100 manholes is the prior-
ity for 3,500 residential and 600 commercial sewer users. Efforts continue to reduce
costly groundwater infiltration into the sewer system.
In February 2006, the Department of Public
Works lost its long-time director, Rodney Bart-
lett, to other opportunities. We thank Rodney
for his years of dedicated service and leader-
ship that contributed to Salem as having the
most professional department in the State.
We wish to express our gratitude to the resi-
dents of Salem for their patience and under-
standing during this transition. Special
thanks to Dave Wholley who assumed the Op-
erations Manager position. Utilities Manager,
Bill Daly, and Engineering Director, Bob Puff,
who kept the Utilities Division running
smoothly; and John Bettencourt who filled in
as a Highway Foreman. Finally, the entire de-
partment deserves acknowledgement for their
unselfish efforts and hard work resulting in a
professional response to the community.
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The mission of the Salem Recreation Department is to provide leisure activities
that are varied and respond to the needs of the general public. We are respon-
sible for planning, scheduling and implementing a variety of youth and adult pro-
grams. We are here to provide efficient and equitable use of programs and facili-
ties for the enjoyment of all who make up our diverse community. A wide array of
r round programs for all ages and interests are offered. A bi-yearly brochure is
mailed to all Salem residents. Our website offers program descriptions, a calendar of
events, downloadable registration forms, and other useful information for participants.
We also offer job and volunteer opportunities for youths and adults in many of our pro-
grams.
2006 HIGHLIGHTS
• Planned, designed and implemented improvements to Palmer Field located on East Broadway.
The improvements involved updating of the sports field, irrigation system for turf management,
and improved parking area. This parking area also enhances safety of children who attend the
Palmer School Preschool and Kindergarten program, eliminating on street drop off by parents.
• In a cooperative effort with Little League Baseball, implemented improvements were com-
pleted to the he parking lot at the Michele Memorial Park located off of Lawrence Road in
South Salem. These improvements will allow for increased parking and allow for better emer-
gency vehicle access. Several major regional tournaments are planned in 2007 by Little
League at this facility.
• Planned, designed and implemented expansion of the Michele Memorial Park Soccer fields.
This will allow for greater usage. An irrigation system was added that will enhance turf man-
agement and maintenance. This was made possible thru a warrant article submitted by Salem













attend ttie Senior Center daily
The mission of Salem Senior Services is to assist tine Town of Salem's Senior
Citizens in maintaining self-sufficiency in their homes; acquaint them with local,
county, state and federal programs; increase their opportunities to interact in the
community; and provide them with a center which fosters mental, physical, socia
and nutritional well-being in a wholesome environment.
A great deal of this is accomplished at and through the existence of the Russell &
Roberta Ingram Senior Center. The Center, located at 1 Sally Sweet's Way (off Veteran's
Memorial Parkway), is open Monday through Thursday from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m., Fri-
days 8:30 a.m. to 3:30 p.m. for community residents 60 years of age and older. Sen-
iors can drop in any time just for coffee and conversation or partake in any of our more
than 125 structured activities, programs and services.
Activity attendance records continue to climb showing there were more than 75,000
visits to the Center, averaging nearly 300 visitors a day. We added 10 new programs or
services to our vast array of activities: Aquarobics, two additional golf leagues at new
courses, help with Medicare Part D, Dancing with the Golden Stars (our first intergen-
erational program). Poker, Tennis league. Genealogy, SELF (Seniors Embracing Life
Fully) and a free-style painting group.
A major force in helping us offer all this is our 192 volunteers. No organization is suc-
cessful without the gift of volunteers who come in and help with any task you ask of
them, no matter how large or small. Our long list of angels is too numerous to list here,
but you know who you are and please accept our heartfelt gratitude for all you do.
Special recognition needs to be given to Salem Cooperative Bank for generously spon-
soring both our Volunteer Appreciation and Dancing with the Golden Stars events. We
also greatly appreciate the efforts and generosity of our Police and Fire Associations to
treat our Seniors to a Spring BBQ and Holiday luncheon, respectively.
In May we welcomed Dave Boucher to our team in the newly created position of Custo-
dian. I find the people, work and opportunities connected to this position both exciting
and rewarding. I greatly appreciate my dedicated team of staff. I thank and commend
Lois Kurgan, Karen Bryant and Dave for their continued high level of professionalism
and enthusiasm.
In September, at the suggestion of many Seniors regularly attending the Center, the
Board of Selectmen instituted a new, modest Membership program. It is now expected
that all Seniors partaking of programs at the Center should become members. Member-
ship is $12 a year for Salem residents and $24 for non-residents. By year-end member-
ship ranks had reached 980.
Last, but certainly not least, we want to thank all of the Seniors who have been so gra-
cious and giving, we greatly appreciate your support and ideas. We look forward to deliv-






























of the 2006 property tax warranted collected
The office of the Tax Collector is responsible for collecting revenue for property
taxes; resident taxes; yield, and current use taxes; Town utility fees and all per-
mits and fees issued by other Town departments. There are other major depart-
mental responsibilities which include responding to inquiries from banks, mort-
gage companies, attorney's offices and the general public. All of these transact-
tions are handled in a courteous and timely manner.
The year 2006 was challenging for our department. In May, a new software program
was implemented for property tax. A new property tax bill was created and includes an
enclosed envelope for mailing the property tax payments. In July, all of the other collec-
tion procedures were converted to the new software program.
The Town completed a town-wide revaluation of property; the last revaluation was in
2000. The 2006 Property Tax rate of $12.62 was a decrease of $ 9.44 per thousand
from the 2005 Property Tax rate. However, the assessed value that appeared on the
October bill reflected the new assessment of 100% of the value of the property as op-
posed to 52% in 2005. These changes caused consternation to many taxpayers who
did not understand the revaluation process and the effect it had on the tax rate. This
resulted in numerous inquiries by the public for explanations regarding what had tran-
spired over the past year.
The collection clerks work under the supervision of both the Tax Collector and Town
Clerk. They are trained to register motor vehicles, accept payments for resident and
property tax bills, water and sewer bills, recreation fees, building permits and other mis-
cellaneous payments. At this time I would like to thank full-time clerks Susan Wall and
Jacqueline Delaney and part-time clerk Lisa Wojtas for their dedication in serving the
public.
I enjoy working for and with the people in the community and serving the people who
live and have business to conduct in the Town of Salem. I was first elected Tax Collec-
tor in 1996; and re-elected in 1999, 2002 and 2005. I look forward to many more
years of service to the community.
I would also like to take this opportunity to express my sincere thanks to Deputy Tax
Collector Donna Bergeron for her dependability and accuracy in our record keeping.
Over
$5,000,000
in motor vehicle registration fees collected
The total gross revenue for the Town Clerk's office in 2006 was $5,162,887.25
We processed 36,555 motor vehicles in 2006 generating revenue of
$5,104,992.00.
Clerks from both the tax office and the Town Clerk's office are cross trained to per-
form most of the functions of both offices. The clerks register and title motor vehici
license dogs, sell landfill permits, accept payments for both resident and property tax
bills, water and sewer bills, recreation fees, building permits and other miscellaneous
collections. This "one stop shopping" has worked very well for both the clerks and for
the residents of Salem.
The full-time clerks in this office are Susan Wall and Jacqueline Delaney. Lisa Wojtas
is the part-time clerk. I would like to thank them for their cooperation and great effort
in making the Collections Department a success, they are all assets to the Town of Sa-
lem. These clerks work under the supervision and direction of both the Town Clerk and
the Tax Collector.
The Deputy Town Clerk Mary Fawcett and I continue to perform all the other functions
of the Town Clerk which include marriage licenses, vital statistics, town records, voter
registration applications and information, elections, UCC terminations. State liens and
attachments, dredge and fill applications, pole permits. Articles of Agreement (non-
profit filings), oaths of office and Sheriff's writs. We also are available to help in the
collections department when needed and continue to do the bookkeeping duties of the
Town Clerk's office, which maintains an accounting of its own revenue.
There were 125 resident marriages, 105 resident deaths and 45 resident births which
took place in NH in 2006. We have no record of any out of state vital events.
In December of 2001 we began a mail-in registration program, which has worked very
well for the residents of Salem. We have worked through the few problems that we had
and hopefully this will continue to be a successful program. About 85% of all registra-
tions in Salem are done by mail.
In July of this year the town began using the Munismart system to process our work.
There are some problems that need to be worked through, but the system has shown









In most years, there
are actuaCfy no 6a6ies
Bom in tde Town of
Sakm?
TOWN CLEB.K
RECEIPTS AND VITAL STATISTICS
RECePTS
Automobile Tax Permits - 2006 (36,555) $5,104,769.00
Title Fees 15,544.00
Marriage License Fees* 20,254.00
Certified Copy Fees** 24,968.00
Dog License Fees*** - 2006 (3,637) 24,743.00
Elections 330.50




Legal Fees - Dogs 4,600.00
Gross Receipts Remitted to the Treasurer $5,206,258.50
*Less Remittance to State of NH for Marriage License Fees $20,254.00
**Less Remittance to State of NH for Certified Copy Fees - 16,245.00
(1,280 copies @ $8.00 ea. = $10,240.00)
(l,201copies @ $5.00 ea. = $ 6,005.00)
***Less Remittance to State of NH for Dog License Fees - 1,818.50
(3,637 Licenses @ .50 ea. - $ 1,818.50)
***Less Remittance to State of NH for Animal Population Control Fees - 6,716.00
(3,358) Licenses @ $2.00 ea - $ 6,544.00)
Net Revenue to the Town $5,161,225.00
VITAL STATISTICS
Salem Residents-Married in NH 125
Resident Births-Born in NH 45







0,'perating under State of New Hampshire RSA Chapter 32, the Salem Municipal
Budget Committee is charged with assisting the voting public in the prudent appropria-
tion of funds for both the Town of Salem as well as for the Salem School District, SAU
#57. The past year brought with it an air of change and progress to the Munici-
pal Budget Committee. As a result of the March 2006 elections, the Committee
was pleased to welcome two new members in Ann Marie David and Susan Covey
with Mrs. Covey topping the ticket in her first election bid. Member Roland
Theberge was re-elected as well. With the new composition of the Board, new
leadership was selected with Peter Rayno chosen as the Committee's Chairman,
Patrick Hargreaves as Vice Chairman and Michael Carney Jr. as Secretary. The
trend of change continued in our support staff as well. During the past year our
Recording Secretary, Julie Plourde, resigned from her post. Julie had served the Co
mittee extremely well over the past several years and many thanks go to her for
dedication. We were pleased to welcome our new Recording Secretary, Catherine
Kupa.
2006 HIGHLIGHTS
Making good on a pledge to work cooperatively with the Board of Selectmen, a joint
planning session was held to start the Budget Committee's season with members of
both the Budget Committee and Board of Selectmen in attendance. Through this plan-
ning session, the Town shared its financial plans and strategies with the Committee
early in the budget process, a marked difference from the manner in which the two
Boards interacted in previous years. Furthermore, using this initial planning session as
a starting point for dialogue. Town staff and the Board of Selectmen took seriously the
Budget Committee's desire to keep Town spending as low as possible with a goal of
Town spending growing at a level not higher than the rate of inflation. This goal was
accomplished as Town staff and the Board of Selectmen presented the Municipal
Budget Committee with as fiscally conservative a budget as had been submitted in
many years. Congratulations and thanks go to all involved on the part of the Town, but
particularly to all department heads and employees who worked diligently in the prepa-
ration of their budgetary requests.
The operating budget request submitted to the Committee by the Salem School District
is higher than had been hoped for with expenditure increases driven to a great degree
by much higher mandated spending relating to our Special Education students. The
challenges faced by our School District as a result of these mandated spending re-
quirements are understood. Nonetheless, as of this writing, Committee members have
moved to cut the School District's 2007-08 operating budget by over $400,000 with
additional cuts possible during our review of warrant articles. Cuts have been focused,
to the highest degree possible, in areas that would not impact our students or student
services.
The Municipal Budget Committee welcomes the challenge of assisting Salem's taxpay-
ers in our review of all operating budget, warrant article and bond requests. It is our


































mM»on 1 t was a long time coming, but 2006 saw the completion of the first phase of the public
information program that got underway in 2005. From this point forward, the effort to
educate owners of property abutting wetlands or subject to wetland or shoreland
regulations will be automatically triggered by transfers in ownership. Our thanks to
the staff of our Assessing and IT Departments.
The multimodal, non-motorized, recreation trail a/k/a the Rail-Trail project has
made very little progress this year. We are aware that more and more groups
are expressing interest and we particularly applaud the efforts of others to re-
pair and restore the old rail station building in the depot. We expect that facility,
n restored condition, will greatly enhance not only the historic aspects of the de-
pot, but also the recreational and alternative transportation aspects of the overall
project. We encourage you to support that effort and make use of this linear park area.
in March, you, the voters, approved more Prime Wetland designations within the town.
Thank you! We are nearing the end of the list of fifteen identified candidate wetlands in
town and we again ask for your support for further designations that will be before you
at the 2007 Town Meeting elections.
Plans are underway to carry out another wildlife habitat enhancement within the Town
Forest. We are hopeful that either the ground will freeze up or more likely, dry out long
enough for us to once again bring in the heavy equipment to chip another 1-2 acre
patch of younger growth which will force prolific sprouting and create habitat which will
encourage ground nesters and feeders to make greater use of the forest environment.
We know that the forest trails are favorite places for people to walk their dogs and we
ask you to remember to keep your dog on a leash as required by our usage rules. Curi-
ous and or aggressive dogs discourage the ground nesting and feeding birds and small
mammals that we are trying to encourage. Thanks.
If you would like to assist us in the maintenance of the Town Forest please be on the
lookout for notices of work days in the spring and late fall of each year. Don't forget to
join us for the annual Earth Day events taking place in the forest in April.
Open space acquisition continues to be a priority of the Commission. This year the Com-
mission is sponsoring a bond article to raise sufficient funds to allow the purchase of a
significant portion of the Duston Farm property located on Duston Road. This farm,
which was in the hands of the Duston family since the early 1800's, is one of the very
few working farms left in this town. In less than forty years, Salem has gone from a
largely rural, agricultural community to a mostly urban and suburban one. For those of
us who were born and raised here and for many of us who came here because it was so
rural the loss has been traumatic. We hope that you will Join with us in saving this im-









on aSout 800 acres of
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Once again our thanks to you the voters and tax payers for your support, to Ross
Moldoff and Susan Strugnell our staff members and to the eight volunteer members















The Salem Council on Aging (COA) serves as an 'Advisory Board' to Salem Senior Ser-
vices. There are seven members of the Council, appointed by the Board of Selectmen
to insure a liaison with all of our Senior Citizens. This year we welcomed Gerri Beck as a
new member to the Council and I was reappointed to serve another 3-year term. J
Cheeseman did not seek reappointment this year and Robert Castricone resigned
in November due to health issues. We extend our great appreciation to both of
them for their many years of tremendous leadership and service to the Council.
Our Director, Patti Drelick, her staff, and more than 180 volunteers continue to
make our Senior Program one of the best in New England. We thank each and
every one of them for their talent and devotion.
2006 HIGHLIGHTS
We continue to actively fundraise, solicit donations and seek grants, raising $30,074 in
2006. The 'Off Broadway Thrift and Gift Shop' is a huge contributor to this fund, bringing
in $14,752 this year. Other major contributors include $3,000 from Salem Cooperative
Bank to sponsor our Volunteer Appreciation Luncheon and Dancing with the Golden
Stars event, $2,590 from Salem Seniors Bingo, $1,000 from Pentucket Bank, $881
from the lobby donation box, $817 from the 45's Card Group, and $301 from Barb's
Happy Hoofers. Nearly 50 others gave very generous donations, many in memory of a
loved one. We received a grant from the State Wellness Initiative for $1,327 which
helped underwrite an aquarobics program and exercise equipment.
We expended more than $17,000 to help enhance and supplement the programs and
services offered by Salem Senior Services. Some of our major expenditures included
remodeling the front desk/staff offices and lobby area, exercise equipment, the Volun-
teer Appreciation event, booth set-ups for the Senior Fair, the monthly internet fees for
the computer lab, awards for the Tournament Challenges held during the annual Anni-
versary Celebration event, entertainment events, resurface the hardwood floor in the
multipurpose room, help the Eagle Scout project of erecting a Pagoda on the front lawn
and several miscellaneous repairs and enhancements to the Ingram Senior Center
building.
The Council's major project for the year has been the exploration of the financial feasi-
bility of adding a two-story, addition to the Center. This would be located in the front,
right-hand corner of the building. Each floor would be approximately 750 sq. ft.. The first
floor would create a safer front entrance to the building directly off the parking lot as
well as allow for more efficient placement of reception and staff offices. The second
floor is planned to remain as one large open space for various dance and exercise
classes. Architect Joel Silverwatch designed the plans at a very altruistic rate, and we
are very grateful to him for this.
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RlCT The Historic District Commission is diligently working to protect the open space, his-
toric homes and buildings of our town. The commission commends the residents of the
historic district for helping to preserve these valuable sites. The public is always wel-
come and in order to promote awareness we will be conducting a walking tour of the
district on August 14, 2007. All are welcome to attend.
Each year, the Historic District Commission highlights a building in the District.
This year the Commission would like to acknowledge the Hannah Tenney Memo-
rial United Methodist Church at 290 Main Street. The church recently restored
the rails around the Bell Tower and has duplicated the original design through
the expert craftsmanship of Alton Mosher. The bell wheel was restored using the
authentic 1750 wheelwright technology requiring countless hours of work by Mr.
Mosher. His efforts are to be applauded.
The church was originally built in 1836 and, to the best of our knowledge, was known as
the United Methodist Church. The church burned down in 1917 and was rebuilt in
1918. During that timeframe, services were held in the Old Town Hall. Funding to re-
build the church was provided by the son of Hannah Tenney who donated the money as
long as the church was named after his mother.
2006 HIGHLIGHTS
• Participated in the Salem Christmas celebration on the Common
• Supported the Salem Fest at the Common and the children's parade, a huge success with the
Common hosting an authentic style battle during the civil war
• Working with the town to acquire open space and refurbishing Salem Depot











We are very pleased to announce our new affordable elderly housing rental project is
now under construction! This 24-unit Low Income Housing Tax Credit project was offi-
cially named Downing Way at the groundbreaking ceremony held in October 2006, in
recognition of the many years of service to our agency by former Board member
Delbert F. Downing. Construction is estimated to be complete in the summer of
2007.
The Downing Way facility is being funded with the assistance of NH Housing
Finance Authority, Salem Co-operative Bank, Community Development Block
Grant funds through the Town of Salem, and Affordable Housing Program grant
monies through the Federal Home Loan Bank of Boston. A critical piece in making
this much-needed project feasible was the donation of land by the Town of Salem
Our existing public housing units (Millville Arms, Telfer Circle and Hilda Place) remain
fully occupied, and our waiting list continues to grow. Currently, applicants are waiting
three or more years for placement in any one of our public housing facilities (consisting
of a total of 158 units). The rate of turnover for our most recent fiscal year was a mere
8%.
In 2007, Millville Arms celebrates 30 years of occupancy, with several original tenants
still in place! In 2006, modernization grant funds from the US Department of Housing
and Urban Development (HUD) were used to install new kitchen and bathroom flooring
in our Millville Arms dwelling units.
Upcoming plans for modernization of our public housing facilities includes the installa-
tion of new rear entrance canopies at Millville and Telfer, and hallway carpet replace-
ment at Telfer.
At this time, we extend a special thank you to our former Board member, Susan Des-
met, who concluded her service to the Housing Authority in 2006!
2006 HIGHLIGHTS
• The new project received Low Income Housing Tax Credits from the NH Housing Finance Au-
thority and Community Development Block Grant (CDBG) funds through the Town of Salem's
application
• Construction began on Downing Way (off of Telfer Circle) in October 2006







he Salem Historical Museum consists of three buildings located in the Salem
Center Historic District: the Old Town Hall (built 1738), Alice Hall Memorial Li-
(built 1861), and Schoolhouse #5 (built 1873). Artifacts of historical sig-
nificance to Salem from various time periods are housed in these three
buildings, offering visitors a view of what life was like for residents of Sa-
lem throughout the town's history.
Our mission is to protect, preserve, interpret, and foster an appreciation
for the history of Salem, NH through research, maintaining a historical
collection, and educating the public. In 2006, the museum received sev-
eral new donations to its collection including military uniforms, postcards of
Salem, and a Hannah Duston liquor decanter.
The Museum is open to the public April through October on Mondays from 2:00 -
5:00 p.m. and by appointment. School classes, youth groups, and other groups
are invited to visit any time of the year. We are also looking to expand our collec-
tion of old photographs. Too often history is lost when old pictures are thrown
away. If you have any pictures of Salem people and places, please stop by the
museum and we would be happy to scan them and add them to our collection.
The Salem Museum is a volunteer-run organization and we are always looking
for additional help. Anyone interested in learning more about the history of Sa-
lem is encouraged to get involved by volunteering during museum hours and at-
tending meetings of the Salem Historical Society on the second Tuesday of each
month in the museum's meeting room. The Historical Society features interest-
ing lectures on topics related to the history of Salem and New England. Topics
for 2007 are as follows:
Mar. 13 Lew Gage, Firefighters in tiie Civil War
April 10 Howie Glynn, Arlington Pond History
May 8 Salem Jeopardy! Round 2
June 12 Virginia Gerseny, Jane Pierce: New Hampstiire's First Lady
(Joint meeting with Kelley Library)
July Field Trip - Pierce Manse, Concord, NH
Aug. 14 Walking Tour of the Salem Historic District
Sept. 11 Evening Picnic
Oct. 9 To Be Announced
Nov. 13 To Be Announced
In closing, I would like to thank the Salem Historical Society for the continued
support it gives the museum. The Museum Committee is especially grateful to
the group of Monday afternoon volunteers for all their help in operating the mu-
seum and giving tours. Without your work and dedication, Salem would not be
able to enjoy this great community resource.
Jeffrey Barraclaugh,
Chairman
Kathryn Burke Beverly Glynn




Tfhe Kelley Library is proud to serve the citizens of Salem as a multipurpose
public service institution providing access to informational, educational, cultura
and recreational areas of interest. In 2006, the Library continued to offer pro
grams of value and enjoyment. Kelley Library Adult Series continued with
topics ranging from cooking to fishing. We also introduced downloadable
audio books, a service available through our website. Our Children's Room
programs continued to grow, and our Kelley Library Book Group discussed
various forms of fiction and non-fiction throughout the year. Currently
through our website, library patrons have access to a variety of databases;
patrons can reserve and renew items from the library collection, search the
library catalog of the Kelley Library as well as the collections of other lib-
raries, and see "What's New" at the Kelley Library. The people of Salem are
fortunate to have access to one of the finest public libraries in the State of New
Hampshire.
In March of 2006 and with approval from Town Meeting, the Kelley Library Trus-
tees established an expendable trust fund to finance the payment of accrued
vacation and sick leave owed to library employees who retire or resign. The fund
mirrors the Town's employee separation trust fund. Prior to 2006, library em-
ployees' retirement or resignation buy-outs were paid from the operating budget,
which meant that a worthy project could have been eliminated. In 2006, the Li-
brary Trustees sought $1.00 to establish the trust fund, as anticipated retire-
ment expenses for 2006 were included in the operating budget. At the 2007
Town Meeting, the Library Trustees will request that an amount equal to the Li-
brary's unreserved end-of-year balance be placed in this trust fund.
Acting as the governing body of your public library, the Kelley Library Board of
Trustees are honored to serve our community. It is a pleasure to work with my
fellow trustees, Sally Gilman and Rosemarie Hartnett as well as Kelley Library
Director Eleanor Strang, Kelley Library Assistant Director Jean Williams, and the
wonderful library staff. Their efforts are truly appreciated by the Trustees as well





In 2006, the Kelley Library's total number of circulation transactions reached
311,114, the highest circulation in its history! This very high figure means that the Kel-
ley Library is one of the most heavily used public libraries in New Hampshire.
2006 HIGHLIGHTS
> The Kelley Library was one of the first libraries in the state to join a new consortium
which enables us to offer downloadable audio books to cardholders via our website
(www.salem.lib.nh.us ). This is our first experiment with an exciting new type of service:
offering web-based digital collections to download. This new service gives our custom-
ers who currently enjoy listening to books on CD or tape yet another option.
We inaugurated wireless Internet access at the library, to assist patrons who have a lap-
top computer or other device and simply need Internet access. This new service en-
ables us to offer Internet access in a new way, but we remain committed to also provid-
ing public Internet computers, as we have for many years. Bookings of our Internet com-
puters increased by 21% in 2006 compared to 2005.
We continued to reorganize our upper level, focusing in 2006 on the Fiction, Paperback, and
DVD areas. This comes on the heels of our expansion of the CD audio book area last year. We
are very fortunate that the building has an open design, which gives us the flexibility to con-
stantly re-evaluate how we use our space and adjust to meet new needs.
In addition to offering 186 story hours for pre-schoolers, our children's librarians greatly ex-
panded the programs offered for elementary school children during all the school vacations.
They also developed and carried out a survey of middle school students, to obtain their ideas
for after-school library programs for that age group.
The library's participation in Salemfest in September greatly increased from a relatively small
used book sale in prior years to an enormous one in 2006. The turnout for this book sale was
huge, and public response was very enthusiastic. We are grateful to all those who donated
books to make this sale such a wonderful event. We are proud to participate in Salemfest,





The XeCCey LiSrary is
a "Wi-Ti hot spot,
offeringfree wireCess
Internet access!
In addition to continuing our own Kelley Library Adult Series of monthly programs, we were
honored to host both the Salem School District art show in June and the Greater Salem Artists
Association winter art show in December. We also had our fifth annual Holiday Concert featur-
ing the Windham Flute Ensemble. By hosting such events, we function as a cultural center for
the community.
We continued to upgrade the building, accomplishing the second phase of our program of re-
placing the old heating/cooling units. We plan to complete this project in 2007. We also ear-
ned out repairs on our boiler, upgraded the wiring for our circulator pumps, and performed




Books, Magazines, and Paperbacks 103,748
Books on tape and CD, Music CDs, and CD-ROMs 27,157
Video Cassettes and DVDs 62,245
Museum Passes 542





2006 was the %e[[ey
LiSrary 's Busiest year
everl
CHILDREN'S CIRCULATION:
Books, Magazines, and Paperbacks 79,694
Books on tape and CD, Music CDs, and CD-ROMs 4,897
Video Cassettes and DVDs 32.579
CHILDREN'S TOTAL: 117,170
TOTAL CIRCULATION: 311,114
OTHER ACTIVITIES AND SERVICES:
9,618 Reserve Requests Processed
9,974 Overdue Notices and Bills Generated
3,565 Inter-Library Loans Processed
1,336 Adult and Children's Library Cards Issued
(There are 10,657 active cardholders.)
2,245 Story Hour Attendance at 186 Story Hours (for ages 2, 3, and 4-6)
2,469 Program Attendance at 83 Other Library Programs
252 Field Trip Attendance at 7 Field Trips to Library
714 Meeting Room Bookings by Salem Non-Profit Organizations
6,341 Internet Bookings (9 public Internet computers)
MATERIALS ADDED:
7,816 Books (including paperbacks)
1,217 Books on tape and CD, Music CDs, CD-ROMs, Video Cassettes,
DVDs, and Microfilm Reels
9,033 Total Library Materials Added
7,974 Total Library Materials Withdrawn
(damaged, worn out, outdated)
COLLECTIONS: As of December 31, 2006 the li-
brary offered:
117,454 Books (including 23,936 paperbacks)
315 Current Magazine and Newspaper Sub-
scriptions in hard-copy, plus access to
over 10,800 subscriptions online.
4,225 Music CDs and CD-ROMs
3,236 Books on Tape and on CD
7,600 Video Cassettes and DVDs
12 Museum passes
33 Online research databases
KELLEY LIBRARY
TREASURER'S REPORT
Balance of cash on hand January 1, 2006 $47,336.89
ncome, 2006
Town of Salem 1,327,548.30
Library Fees 10,692.34
Materials of Trade (fines & payments for lost/damaged items) 18,508.71




It is once again my pleasure and iionor to provide the citizens of Salem a synopsis of
the Planning Board activities for 2006. Through the course of the year the Board held
24 meetings and considered 84 various agenda items. This past year can be described
as significant in several respects. First, Salem continues to see an increase
in redevelopment initiatives within our town in such areas as The Depot, North
Broadway, and South Broadway. Second, the overall level of commercial district
activity far outpaced that of new residential development. In fact, the Planning
Board approved approximately 47 new single family house lots which continues
a declining trend in new residential development in Salem. Lastly, 2006 was '
the last full year in which appointed Planning Board members will hold board
positions.
Let me now summarize some of the major projects reviewed and approved by the
Planning Board his past year. In terms of commercial development, the board approved
the demolition and reconstruction of the Shaw's supermarket on Cluff Crossing Road, a
new medical office building on Sally Sweet's Way, a new commercial office building on
Keewaydin Drive, several additional smaller office buildings on Main Street, a new Taco
Bell restaurant on South Broadway, and a new restaurant and expansion of the munici-
pal parking lot in The Depot. In terms of residential development the Planning Board
approved subdivision projects on Brady Avenue, Braemoor Woods Road, and Duston
Road. Most importantly the Planning Board was able to approve a new 24-unit afford-
able housing project for the Salem Housing Authority.
As always, the Planning Board continually strives to improve the Town's zoning and site
plan regulations and 2006 was no different. The Board held numerous work sessions
that resulted in a series of tangible changes including improving our retail design stan-
dards for lighting and signs. In addition, we adopted new regulations to strengthen our
regulations requiring developers to bond project work and to ensure that the quality of
road and other related construction is consistent with the Town's requirements. Lastly,
the Board reviewed and presented to the voters a series of zoning articles which passed
with tremendous support.
With the commencement of the election of Planning Board members this year it will un-
doubtedly be a year of significant change and flux. I wish to personally thank the cur-
rent board members who have volunteered their time and shown tremendous passion
for ensuring Salem continues to be a great place to live. I wish all of the newly elected
Planning Board members great success in striving to achieve the goal of continually im-
proving our quality of life. On a personal note, I wish thank the town staff, present and
past board members, and the numerous citizens that have cared enough to participate.
It has truly been an honor to serve on the Planning Board for the past 12 years and per-
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age 55 andover) in
tfie past 5 years.
Un behalf of the Recreation Advisory Committee, we are pleased to submit the follow-
ing summary of our 2006 activities. One of our key goals was to increase communica-
between the various Athletic Leagues and Organizations. We accomplished this
goal by assigning each of our members to a designated league or organization. As a
result, we were able to gather information from the Salem Softball League, Blue
Devil's Basketball, Ram's Football, Salem Youth Soccer, Salem Hockey and the
Salem Boys and Girl's Club. Information was shared on current and future en-
rollment numbers, field usage and condition and any ongoing problems or con-
cerns. This information will be updated regularly and will be used to devise re-
commendations to the Recreation Director. The interaction between these
groups led directly to a concerted effort by Salem Baseball and Salem Youth Soc-
cer to expand the parking at Michele Field. In addition, Salem Youth Soccer and
Salem Softball jointly worked together to improve field condition at Morse Field. We
strongly believe going forward that cooperation among such groups will greatly benefit
our community.
In addition, our committee completed the Town of Salem, NH Welcome Packet which
outlines all of the recreational opportunities in the Town of Salem. We played an instru-
mental role in the passing of the Recreational Impact Fee and supported the improve-
ments made to the Michele Park Soccer Field and the Michele Field parking lot. Our
committee members also volunteered their time to help lay bricks at Palmer Field, as-
sist with the annual Fishing Derby and help with the Recreation Ski program.
One of our main goals for 2007 will be to recommend a plan for future recreational de-
velopment based on the Recreational Master Plan and updated information from our
league and organization representatives.
A special thanks to our Committee Members, Mazen Khawatmi, Everett McBride, Rick
Murray, Anne Priestley, Fred Russo, Dianne Wright, Steve Stewart, Victoria McKinney

























L he three Trustees of Trust Funds are authorized by NH State Statute (RSA 31:19-38-
a) to administer various non-expendable trust funds created by gifts and legacies to the
Town. In accordance with their fiduciary duties, the Trustees seek to preserve the capi
tal of the funds. The Trustees also currently administer separate capital reserve
funds appropriated by Town Meeting.
The Trust funds are held to maintain cemetery plots, purchase library or educa-
tional material, and scholarships. The Capital Reserve Funds are appropriated
for road improvements, school district improvements or the purchase of capital
equipment.
The Trustees disburse funds throughout the year as necessary from the capital
reserve accounts and disburse income annually to carry out the designated purposes
of the non-expendable trusts. Since 1994, the day-to-day management of these funds
has been performed by Citizens Bank Investment Services.
In October 2002, the Trustees and Citizens Bank implemented a new system to handle
the day-to-day transactions of the Expendable Trust Funds and the Capital Reserve ac-
counts. This system continues to work well and the Trustees are able to save the Town
approximately $6,500 in management fees every year.
The Trustees would like to thank Tax Collector Cheryl-Ann Bolouk for volunteering her
assistance in their record keeping for the past sixteen years.
If you have any questions or suggestions regarding the Trust Funds please contact the
Trustees at the Town Hall.
Harley Featherston,
Chairman Michael Garofalo Robert Carpinoni
(Did
rou







In her publication "Rules and Responsibilities of the Zoning Board of Adjustment", dis-
tributed by the New Hampshire Municipal Association, Attorney Susan Slack describes
the roles of the ZBA as follows:
The Zoning Board of Adjustment (ZBA) plays a vital role in the administration of the
Town of Salem's Zoning Ordinance. The ZBA is a quasi-judicial body that hears
appeals of administrative decisions involving the zoning ordinance, as well as
applications for variances, equitable waivers and special exceptions that may be
necessary in order to apply the zoning ordinance fairly in individual cases. It is
often said that the ZBA decides the hard cases as it seeks to interpret the pur-
pose and intent of the zoning ordinance in the public interest while at the same
time protecting individual property owners from unfairness and hardship in the
application of the zoning regulations.
The ZBA's primary role is to interpret the terms of the zoning ordinance as enacted by
the voters of the Town of Salem.
Members of the ZBA must make difficult, sometimes unpopular decisions about the ap-
peals before them. Therefore, the ZBA must be careful to base its decisions on the
terms of the zoning ordinance, the NH RSA's and NH Supreme Court rulings, and not on
the popularity of the applicant or the mood of the crowd at the hearing. The volunteers
who serve on the ZBA must have knowledge of Salem's zoning ordinance, continually
educate themselves on the latest developments in the law of zoning and exercise good
judgment in implementing the ordinance as it is written - not as they think it should be
written."
A total of 147 applications were submitted to the Building Department to be placed on
the agenda during 2006. This was an increase of 6 from 2005.
Of the 147 appeals submitted, 106 were granted, 17 were denied, 14 withdrawn and






0,' ne of the chief responsibilities of the Town Treasurer is to nnaximize the earnings on the bal-
ances of Town accounts. This is the money collected in property taxes and various fees, and held
for use in paying the operating expenses of the town. These balances are considerable amounting,
on average, to one quarter of the Town budget.
The gradual increase in interest rates earned on town accounts which we have seen in the five
years since 9/11 moderated in 2006. Throughout 2006 interest rates were 2.5% on
"overnights" (described below). The dollar earnings for 2006 were $386,452 which is an increase
of 18% over 2005. Generally, these interest rates tend to be low because the safety and liquidity of
Town funds must take precedence over all other considerations.
I include the following remarks for reference and for new readers to this space. RSA 41:29 provides
in part that: "The town treasurer shall have custody of all moneys belonging to the Town, and shall
pay out the same only upon orders of the Selectmen . . ." However, essentially all the financial deal-
ings of the Town are handled by the Finance Department. Nonetheless, the Town Treasurer, a part-
time elected official, has specific tasks and responsibilities not handled by it. This is due to both
statute and Town practice.
The Financial Report section of this Town Report contains a comprehensive listing of town revenues
and expenses. Here I provide some general remarks about how the Town actually manages its
cash. As I mentioned above, the cash amounts in custody are substantial and vary throughout the
year. In order for the Town to maximize the interest earned on these amounts, they are "swept"
every night and invested in overnight repurchase instruments. The safety of these investments is
guaranteed by being fully collateralized by the bank with U.S. Government securities purchased by
the bank in the Town's name.
The Treasurer also has custody of impact fees. These are the fees assessed on new dwellings for
their impact on the community and are kept in an account separate from the Town's general fund.
This was the first full year of the two newer impact fees, v/z. Recreation and Public Safety. These







Finally, I thank Melanie Murray, Accounting & Budget Manager, who compiled the data for this re-




Professional A ssocialion/AccountaiUs & Auditors
193 North Main Street . Concord . New Hampshire . 03301-5063 . 603-225-6996 . FAX-224-1380
INDEPENDENTAUDITOR 'SREPORT
To the Members of the Board of Selectmen
Town of Salem
Salem, New Hampshiie
We have audited the accompanying financial statements of the governmental activities, its major fund and the
aggregate remaining fund information of the Town of Salem as of and for the year ended December 3 1 , 2005, which
collectively comprise the Town's basic financial statements as listed in the table of contents. These financial
statements are the responsibility of the Town's management Our responsibility is to express opinions on these
financial statements based on our audit
We conducted our audit in accordance with auditing standards generally accepted in the United States of America
Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the
financial statements are free of material misstatement An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements An audit also includes assessing the accounting
principles used and the significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinions-
In our opinion, the financial statements referred to above present fairly, in all material respects, the respective
financial position of the governmental activities, its major fund and the aggregate remaining fund information of the
Town of Salem as of December 31, 2005, and the respective changes in financial position thereof for the year then
ended in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States of America.
Our audit was conducted for the purpose of fonning opinions on the financial statements that collectively comprise
the Town of Salem's basic financial statements The combining and individual fund financial schedules are
presented for purposes of additional analysis and are not a required part of the basic financial statements. They have
been subjected to the auditing procedures applied in the audit of the basic financial statements and, in our opinion,
are fairly stated in all material respects in relation to the basic financial statements take as a whole
The management's discussion and analysis and budgetary comparison infonnation are not a required part of the basic
financial statements, but are supplementary information required by accounting principles generally accepted in the
United States of America. We have applied certain limited procedures, which consisted principally of inquiries of
management regarding the methods of measurement and presentation of the required supplementary information.
However, we did not audit the infonnation and express no opinion on it
January 3, 2007 Vw&li
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$ 21,183,776 $ 7,787,800 $ 28,971,576
359,706
Town of Salem, New Hampshire
Statement oflievenues, 'Expenditures andCHanges in Tund(Balances
QovemmentaCTunds

























Interest and fiscal charges
Total Expenditures
Excess (Deficiency) of Revenues
Over (Under) Expenditures
Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Issuance of general obligation bonds
Transfers in
Transfers out
Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Net Change in Fund Balances
Fund Balances Beginning of Year
Fund Balances End of Year
Town of Salem, New Hampshire
ComSining 'Balance Sheet
^onmajor QovemmentaC'Funds - 'By VundType
(Decembers, 2006
'Unaudited
Town of Salem, New Hampshire
ComBining Statement of'Revenues, 'Expenditures andChanges in Tund(BaCances



























Liabilities and Fund Balances
Liabilities
Accounts payable
Accrued salaries and wages





























Interest and fiscal charges
Total Expenditures
Excess Deficiency of Revenues
Over (Under) Expenditures
Other Rnancing Sources (Uses)
Transfers in
Transfers out
Total Other Rnancing Sources (Uses)
Net Change in Fund Balances
Fund Balances Beginning of Year, as restated























Town of Salem, New Hampshire
C^eneraf'Fund
Comparative Statement of'Revenues, 'TLxpenditures and
Changes in 'Fumf'SaCances






















Interest and fiscal charges
Capital Outlay
Total Expenditures
Excess of Revenues Over Expenditures
Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Sale of capital assets
Transfers in
Transfers out
Total Other Financing Sources (Uses)
Net Change in Fund Balances
Fund Balances Beginning of Year
Prior Period Adjustment













$ 33,716,132 $ 29,226,758
$
Town of Salem, New Hampshire
(general fund
Schedule of 'Estimated andJActual 'Revenues and Other 'Financing Sources
'For the 'Year 'Ended (December 31, 2006
('With ComparativeActuaCAmountsfor the 'Year Ended(DecemSer 31, 2005)
Unaudited
Town of Salem, New Hampshire
Cjcneraf'Fuiid
Scliedule ofjippropriations, 'Expenditures, 'EncumSranccs and Older 'Financing Vses -
<Budget andjictuaf((Budgetary (Basis)
























Total Highways and Streets
Encumbered
Town of Salem, New Hampshire
CjeneraC'Tund
ScHecCuCe ofAppropriations, 'Ejqienditures and'Encumbrances
(Budget and_^ctua[((Budgetary <Basis)






















Encumbrances and Other Financing Uses
E













Liabilities and Fund Balances
Liabilities
Accounts payable
Accrued salaries and wages
































Total Liabilities and Fund Balances
$ 1,379,351
$ 2,114,754
ScHeduCe of'Sfvenues, 'Expenditures andClw-nges in Tund'Balance
Tor tHe nrear 'EndediDecemSer 31, 2006










Water distribution and treatment
Debt Service:
Principal retirement
Interest and fiscal charges
Capital Outlay
Total Expenditures




Net Change in Fund Balances
Fund Balances Beginning of Year
Fund Balances End of Year
2006
Town of Salem - Sewer Department Fund
Comparative (Bafance Sheet
(December 31, 2006 and2005 (unaudited)
Assets





Liabilities and Fund Balances
Liabilities
Accounts payable









Total Liabilities and Fund Balances
$ 1.497.419
Town of Salem, New Hampshire
Capitafj^ssets
•Fortlie 'Yeai-'Encfecf'^DecemSer 31, 2006
Balance Balance
12/31/2005 Additions Deductions 12/31/2006
Governmental activities:
Capital assets not being depreciated:
Land $ 9,640,964 $ - $ - $ 9,640,964
Land improvements 509,289 - - 509,289
Construction in progress 510,804 120,443 313,220 318,027
Total capital assets not being depreciated $ 10,661,057 120,443 313,220 $ 10,468,280
Depreciable
Buildings $ 7,468,145 $ 7,468,145
Machinery and equipment 7,325,179 1,092,706 214,140 8,203,745
Utilities 4,574,370 - 4,574,370
Total depreciable capital assets $ 19,367,694 1,092,706 214,140 $ 20,246,260
Total capital assets $ 30,028,751 1,213,149 527,360 $ 30,714,540
69
STATEMENT OF TOWN DEBT




BANK BALANCES BY FUND BY ACCOUNT
December 31, 2006 (unaudited)
SUmMARY OF TAXES AND ASSESSED VALUATION
2002-2006
Total Town Appropriations
Total Revenues and Credits
Special Adjustment
Net Town Appropriations
Net School Tax Assessment
State Education Taxes
County Tax Assessment
Total Town, School and County
Business Profits Tax Reimbursement
War Service Credits
Overlay



































































(1) Revaluation occurred in 2006













FOR THE MUNICIPALITY OF SALEM, NH
YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 2006
MS-61
DR. 2006
***0N LEVIES OF *^
2005 2004 PRIOR
UNCOLLECTED TAXES
BEG. OF Y YEAR:
Property Taxes
TAX COLLECTOR'S REPORT
FOR THE MUNICIPALITY OF SALEIH, NH

















FOR THE MUNICIPALITY OF SALEM, NH
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Article 12006 Election Results {*Depicts winner)
For Selectmen:
Article #7 Revise Partying Regulations
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3, as proposed by the Planning Board to the Town Building
Code as follows: (This amendment would add dimensional standards for parking aisles, revise the parking
requirements for restaurants, and prohibit storage of materials and equipment in parking spaces.)?
Passed on official ballot vote on March 14, 2006: Yes - 2380 No - 863
Article #8 Revise Sign Ordinance
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 4, as proposed by the Planning Board to the Town Building
Code as follows: (This amendment would revise some definitions of signs, modify restrictions on prohibited,
permitted, and temporary signs, and require permits for temporary commercial signs.)?
Passed on official ballot vote on March 14, 2006: Yes - 2077 No - 1117
Article #9 Revise Wetlands Conservation Ordinance
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 5, as proposed by the Planning Board to the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows: (This amendment would revise the definition of wetlands as required by State law, re-
vise the definition of certified wetland scientist, and modify the Prime Wetland buffer requirement.)?
Passed on official ballot vote on March 14, 2006: Yes - 1862 No - 1279
Article #10 Restrict Size of Buildings in Business-Office Districts
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 6, as proposed by the Planning Board to the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows: (This amendment would restrict the height and allowable size of buildings in the Busi-
ness-Office Districts and require new buildings in this District to resemble single family dwellings.)?
Passed on official ballot vote on March 14, 2006: Yes - 2125 No - 1071
Article #11 Restrict Car Dealerships in Certain Areas
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 7, as proposed by the Planning Board to the Town Zoning
Ordinance and Zoning Map as follows: (This amendment would prohibit car dealerships in the Commercial-
Industrial Districts along South and North Policy Streets and west of Rt. 93.)?
Passed on official ballot vote on March 14, 2006: Yes - 2506 No - 745
Article #12 Rezone Land on Ballard Lane
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 8, as proposed by the Planning Board to the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows: (This amendment would rezone several parcels on Ballard Lane from partly or all Lim-
ited Community Shopping Village District to Rural District.)?
Passed on official ballot vote on March 14, 2006: Yes - 1855 No - 1139
Article #13 Rezone Land on Main Street
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 9, as proposed by the Planning Board to the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows: (This amendment would rezone several parcels on Main Street from Town Center Dis-
trict and partly Business-Office l-partly Residential to Business-Office District I.)?
Passed on official ballot vote on March 14, 2006: Yes - 1577 No - 1525
Article #14 Add New Prime Wetland off Olde Woode Road
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 10, as proposed by the Planning Board to the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows: (This amendment would designate an area off Olde Woode Road as Prime Wetland.)?
Passed on official ballot vote on March 14, 2006: Yes - 2418 No - 719
Article #15 Add New Prime Wetland off Route 111 and North Main Street
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 11, as proposed by the Planning Board to the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows: (This amendment would designate an area off Route 111 and North Main Street as
Prime Wetland.)?
Passed on official ballot vote on March 14, 2006: Yes - 2537 No - 658
Article #16 Add New Prime Wetland off Beaver Brook Lane
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 12, as proposed by the Planning Board to the Town Zoning
Ordinance as follows: (This amendment would designate an area off Beaver Brook Lane as Prime Wetland.)?
Passed on official ballot vote on March 14, 2006: Yes - 2434 No - 684
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Article #17 Rezone Land on North Broadway
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 13, as proposed by petition of the voters of this Town, to
the Town Zoning Ordinance and Zoning IVIap, as follows: (This amendment would rezone land at 374 North
Broadway from partly Rural District and partly Commercial-Industrial C District to all Commercial-Industrial C
District.)? The Planning Board recommends disapproval of this amendment.
Failed on official ballot vote on March 14, 2006: Yes - 1161 No - 1991
Article #18 Rezone Land on Shadow Lake Road
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 14, as proposed by petition of the voters of this Town, to
the Town Zoning Ordinance and Zoning Map, as follows: (This amendment would rezone land at 11 Shadow
Lake Road from Rural District to Commercial-Industrial C District.)? The Planning Board recommends disap-
proval of this amendment.
Failed on official ballot vote on March 14, 2006: Yes - 695 No - 2479
Article #19 Change Allowable Size of In-Law Apartment
Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 15, as proposed by petition of the voters of this Town, to
the Town Zoning Ordinance, as follows: (This amendment would change the maximum allowable size of in-law
apartments from 750 square feet to 950 square feet.)? The Planning Board recommends disapproval of this
amendment.
Passed on official ballot vote on March 14, 2006: Yes - 1974 No - 1405
Article 20 Arterial Road Program $4,000,000
Shall the Town vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Four Million Dollars ($4,000,000) for the purpose of
road repairs and improvements to all or part of, but not limited to, the following streets: North Main Street,
East Broadway from Zion Hill Road to North Main Street, Mill Pond Road from East Broadway to North Main
Street, as listed in the 2006-2016 Capital Improvements Program, and to authorize the issuance of not more
than $4,000,000 of bonds or notes in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA 33);
and authorize the Selectmen to issue and negotiate such bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest
thereon and to authorize the Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend Federal, State or other aid which may
be available for the project and to comply with all laws applicable to the project and to take all other action
necessary in connection therewith. (Requires 2/3 vote).
Passed on official ballot vote on March 14, 2006: Yes - 2244 No -1118
Article 21 2006 Operating Budget $29,742,957
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty-Nine Million Seven Hundred Forty-Two
Thousand Nine Hundred Fifty-Seven Dollars ($29,742,957) for the operational expenses of the Town for fis-
cal year 2006.
Passed on official ballot vote on March 14, 2006: Yes - 1705 No - 1600
Article 22 Fund Fire Employees Union Contract $114,018
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Fourteen Thousand Eighteen
Dollars ($114,018) such sums representing the cost of those increased economic benefits for members of
the International Association of Fire Fighters, (I.A.F.F.), Local 2892, to which they are entitled under the terms
of the latest Collective Bargaining Agreement entered into by the Board of Selectmen and the Union.
Passed on official ballot vote on March 14, 2006: Yes - 2269 No - 1113
Article 23 Fund Police Employees Union Contract $122,862
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Hundred Twenty-Two Thousand Eight
Hundred Sixty-Two Dollars ($122,862), such sum representing the cost of those increased economic benefits
for members of the Salem Police Relief, Teamsters, Local 633 of New Hampshire, to which they are entitled
under the terms of the latest Collective Bargaining Agreement entered into by the Board of Selectmen and
the Union.
Passed on official ballot vote on March 14, 2006: Yes - 2133 No - 1234
Article 24 Fund Clerical/Admin. Employees Union Contract $40,564
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Forty Thousand Five Hundred Sixty-Four Dol-
lars ($40,564) such sum representing the cost of those increased economic benefits for members of the
State Employees Association of New Hampshire, (S.E.A). Local 1984, to which they are entitled under the
terms of the latest Collective Bargaining Agreement entered into by the Board of Selectmen and the Union.
Passed on official ballot vote on March 14, 2006: Yes - 2023 No - 1315
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Article 25 Fund Professional Employees Union Contract $60,209
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Sixty Thousand Two Hundred Nine Dollars
($60,209) such sum representing the cost of those increased economic benefits for members of the Town of
Salem Public Administrators Association, (S.P.A.A), to which they are entitled under the terms of the latest
Collective Bargaining Agreement entered into by the Board of Selectmen and the Union.
Defeated on official ballot vote on March 14, 2006: Yes - 1386 No - 1923
Article 26 Fund Public Works Employees Union Contract $46,478
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Forty-Six Thousand Four Hundred Seventy-
Eight Dollars ($46,478) such sum representing the cost of those increased economic benefits for members
of the Association of Federal, State, County, & Municipal Employees, (A.F.S.C.M.E.), Local 1801, to which they
are entitled under the terms of the latest Collective Bargaining Agreement entered into by the Board of Select-
men and the Union.
Passed on official ballot vote on March 14, 2006: Yes - 2034 No - 1300
Article 27 Citizens Petition - Elected Planning Board
Are you in favor of electing the Town of Salem Planning Board consisting of seven members including one
selectman as an ex officio member with the remaining board members to be filled at the next regular town
election? The process will be as follows: two members to be elected for a one year term, two members for a
two year term, and two members for a three year term and thereafter, the term of planning board members
shall be for three years.
Passed on official ballot vote on March 14, 2006: Yes - 2073 No - 1172
Article 28 2006 Operating Budget $29,742,957
To see if the Town will vote, if article 21 fails to pass, to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty-Nine Million
Seven Hundred Forty-Two Thousand Nine Hundred Fifty-Seven Dollars ($29,742,957), or such other amount
as the Town Meeting shall determine, for the operational expenses of the Town for fiscal year 2006.
Tabled at Deliberative Session - March 18, 2006
Article 29 Fund Unaffiliated Employees Compensation Changes $8,050
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Eight Thousand Fifty Dollars ($8,050), such
sum representing the cost of scheduled increases in rate of pay and other economic benefits for employees
not affiliated with a union.
Passed at Deliberative Session - March 18, 2006
Article 30 Fund Kelley Library Employees Economic Benefits $18,819
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Eighteen Thousand Eight Hundred Nineteen
Dollars ($18,819), such sum representing the cost of increased economic benefits for the employees of the
Kelley Library.
Passed at Deliberative Session - March 18, 2006
Article 31 Expendable Trust Fund-Employee Separation $300,000
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to Three Hundred Thousand Dollars ($300,000), to be
placed in the Employee Separation Benefits Expendable Trust Fund previously established for the purpose of
funding the buy-out of employee benefits upon separation of employment and to authorize the transfer of the
December 31, 2005 General Fund unreserved fund balance in that amount for this purpose.
Passed at Deliberative Session - March 18, 2006
Article 32 Create Expendable Trust Fund for Kelley Library $1
Employment Separation
To see if the Town will vote to create an Expendable General Fund Trust Fund under the provisions of RSA
31:19-a, to be known as the Kelley Library Employment Separation Benefits Expendable Trust Fund, for the
purpose of funding the buy-out of library employee benefits upon separation of employment, and to raise and
appropriate the sum of One Dollar ($1.00) for this purpose, and to designate the Board of Library Trustees as
agents to expend.
Passed at Deliberative Session - March 18, 2006
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Article 33 Expendable Trust Fund - Police Overtime $15,965
To see if tine Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Twenty Thousand Dollars ($20,000), to be
placed in the Police Overtime Expendable Trust Fund previously established for the purpose of overtime
within the police department.
Amended from $20,000 to $15,965
Passed at Deliberative Session - March 18, 2006
Article 34 Wheeler Dam Improvements $2,088,935
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Million Five Hundred Thousand Dollars
($1,500,000), to update and rehabilitate Wheeler Dam on Arlington Pond, and to authorize an amount of
$1,200,000 from the general fund, and $300,000 from the water fund for the total amount of $1,500,000.
Amended from $1,500,000 to $2,088,935
Passed at Deliberative Session - March 18, 2006
Article 35 Roadway Improvements - Neighborhood Program $1,600,000
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Million Six Hundred Thousand Dollars
($1,600,000), to be placed in the Road Improvement Capital Reserve Fund previously established for the
purpose of reconstructing/resurfacing neighborhood roads and applying preventive measures to roads in ac-
cordance with a plan adopted by the Board of Selectmen and as listed in the 2006-2016 Capital Improve-
ments Program.
Passed at Deliberative Session - March 18, 2006
Article 36 Winter Weather Operations $621,000
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Six Hundred Twenty-One Thousand Dollars
($621,000), for the purpose of winter weather operations, including, but not limited to, plowing and removing
snow, sanding and chemically treating streets, and otherwise responding to hazardous road conditions re-
lated to winter weather.
Passed at Deliberative Session - March 18, 2006
Article 37 Expendable Trust Fund - Snow Management $180,000
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of up to One Hundred Eighty Thousand Dollars
($180,000) to be placed in the Snow Expendable Trust Fund previously established for the purpose of man-
aging winter weather, including but not limited to plowing and removing snow, sanding and chemically treat-
ing streets, and otherwise responding to hazardous road conditions related to winter weather and to author-
ize the transfer of the December 31, 2005 General Fund unreserved fund balance in that amount for this
purpose.
Passed at Deliberative Session - March 18, 2006
Article 38 Manor Parkway Booster Station $50,000
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Fifty Thousand Dollars ($50,000), for the pur-
pose of analysis, engineering, and other work necessary to conduct a long term evaluation and prepare bid
specifications for the Manor Parkway Water Booster Station to improve water pressure for the purpose of fire
protection and fund such work through the water fund.
Passed at Deliberative Session - March 18, 2006
Article 39 Organics Removal Project - Water Treatment Plant $740,000
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Seven Hundred and Forty Thousand Dollars
($740,000), for the purpose of engineering, making improvements, installation of equipment, and other work
necessary to the water system to reduce the risk of exposure by customers to organic chemicals and micro-
bial contaminants in the water system and authorize the use of $350,000 from the water fund, and
$250,000 from the Water Demand and Benefit Assessment revenues, and $140,000 from the Capital Pro-
jects fund balance which represents the remaining amount from the 1994 Water Treatment Plant Project in
that amount for this purpose.
(Requires 2/3 vote to pass.)
Amended from $740,000 to $675,000
Passed at Deliberative Session - March 18, 2006
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Article 40 Sewer Inflow and Infiltration Program $150,000
To see if tine Town will vote to raise and appropriate tine sum of One Hundred Fifty Thousand Dollars
($150,000), to conduct investigations, and make repairs and improvements to the sewer system and its ap-
purtenances to reduce inflow and infiltration and authorize the use of the revenues from Sewer Demand and
Benefit Assessment revenues in that amount for this purpose.
Passed at Deliberative Session - March 18, 2006
Article 41 Police Facility Plans Estimates $65,000
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Sixty-Five Thousand Dollars ($65,000) of
which $60,000 will be funded by the General Fund and $5,000 by public safety impact fees to prepare; de-
signs, programs, plans and specifications for the eventual construction of a new police station to be located
at the Lawrence Road site.
Defeated at Deliberative Session - March 18, 2006
Article 42 AS/400 Replacement - Town Hall $310,700
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to Three Hundred - Ten Thousand and Seven Hundred
Dollars ($310,700), for the purchase of technology equipment, software and related services, and to author-
ize the use of the December 31, 2005 General Fund unreserved fund balance in that amount for this pur-
pose.
Passed at Deliberative Session - March 18, 2006
Article 43 Beede Waste Oil Site Costs $90,000
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Ninety Thousand Dollars ($90,000), of which
$21,750 will be funded by the General Fund and $68,250 by the General Fund Unreserved Fund Balance for
costs associated with the Beede Waste Oil Superfund Site. This will be a non-lapsing appropriation per RSA
32:7, VI and will not lapse until the issue has been resolved or by December 31, 2011, whichever is sooner.
Passed at Deliberative Session - March 18, 2006
Article 44 Four Firefighters - Adequate Fire & Emergency Response $224,952
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Hundred Twenty-Four Thousand and Nine
Hundred Fifty-Two Dollars ($224,952), for the purpose of staffing for adequate fire and emergency response.
This appropriation is contingent upon the receipt of a Homeland Security grants totaling One Hundred Forty-
Four Thousand Dollars ($144,000). The balance of $80,952 will be funded via taxation.
Amended from $224,952 to $0
Passed at Deliberative Session - March 18, 2006
Article 45 Public Safety - Outside Police/Fire Detail $987,783
To see if the Town will vote, if article 4 fails to pass, to raise and appropriate the sum of Nine Hundred Eighty-
Seven Thousand Seven Hundred Eighty-Three Dollars ($987,783), for the operational expenses related to
outside public safety services for both the police and fire for the Town's fiscal year 2006.
Tabled at Deliberative Session - March 18, 2006
Article 46 Center for Life Management $5,000
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Thousand Dollars ($5000) to support the
Center for Life Management.
Passed at Deliberative Session - March 18, 2006
Article 47 AIDS Response Seacoast Agency $500
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Five Hundred Dollars ($500) to support the
AIDS Response Seacoast Agency.
Passed at Deliberative Session - March 18, 2006
Article 48 Child Advocacy Center of Rockingham County $1,000
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000) to support the
Child Advocacy Center of Rockingham County.
Passed at Deliberative Session - March 18, 2006
Article 49 Salem Family Resources Center $4,000
To see of the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Four Thousand Dollars ($4,000) to support
the Salem Family Resources Center.
Passed at Deliberative Session - March 18, 2006
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Article 50 Close out 250th Birthday Expendable Trust Fund
To see if the Town will vote to close out the 250th Birthday Expendable Trust Fund established in 1997 and
to place the remaining balance and accumulated interest in the Town of Salem General Fund.
Passed at Deliberative Session - March 18, 2006
Article 51 Ewins Lane Discontinuance -Proposed Access Road
To see if the Town will vote in favor of discontinuing the portion of Ewins Lane from the easterly right-of-way
line of Sally Sweet's Way to the easterly property line of Town owned Map 100, Lot 7534.
Passed at Deliberative Session - March 18, 2006
Article 52 Citizens Petition - Install Sewer on Marsh, Magnolia, $80,000
Bodwell and Elmwood Avenues
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of One Million Three Hundred and Ninety Thou-
sand Dollars ($1,390,000.00), for the purpose of installing sewer on Marsh Avenue, Magnolia Avenue, Bod-
well Avenue and Elmwood Avenue.
Amended from $1,390,000 to $80,000
Passed at Deliberative Session - March 18, 2006
Article 53 Citizens Petition - Rockingham Planning Commission $4,654
Local Dues
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Fourteen Thousand Eight Hundred Twenty-Six
Dollars ($14,826), for the purpose of paying the Rockingham Planning Commission local dues to provide Sa-
lem with the opportunity to participate and vote for planning, transportation and scheduling of county and
state projects.
Amended from $14,826 to $4,654
Passed at Deliberative Session - March 18, 2006
Article 54 Citizens Petition Michelle Memorial Park Soccer Field $69,547
Improvements
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Sixty-Nine Thousand Five Hundred Forty-
Seven Dollars ($69,547), for the purpose of Michelle Memorial Park Soccer Field Improvements.
Passed at Deliberative Session - March 18, 2006
Article 55 Citizens Petition Paving Maryann Avenue and Elsie $80,000
Avenues
To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of Two Hundred Fifteen Thousand ($215,000)
for the purpose of paving Maryann Avenue and Elsie Avenue.
Amended from $215,000 to $80,000
Passed at Deliberative Session - March 18, 2006
This is a true copy of the results of the 2006 deliberative session held on March 18, 2006, and for articles 1-
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